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Abstract
The Role of Strategies in Cognitive Learning
An understanding of the factors that affect the academic performance of
school students is of practical importance. Two of known factors are students’
cognitive styles and cognitive skills. The aim of the paper was to develop an
understanding of some of the factors that affect the academic performance of school
students. This research will consider the nature of cognitive style, and its
relationship to general ability, mode of presentation, and teaching methodologies
and school performance. A total of 42 twelve to thirteen year-old students from a
single sex secondary school in south Dublin were assessed for cognitive style by
means of the Cognitive Styles Analysis. This is a computer presented method of
determining cognitive style, which indicates the students’ position on each of the
two cognitive style dimensions the Wholist-Analytic, and the Verbal-Imagery.
Cognitive ability was also assessed using a computer programme the Lucid
Assessment for Secondary Schools (LASS).
Students were also asked to select their preferred format of a single sheet
handout on mathematical instructions. On the format preference, there was a
moderate effect of the Verbal-Imagery dimension (p = 0.05) with the majority of
Verbalisers choosing the Structured-Verbal sheet and the Imagers opting for the
Structured-Pictorial Sheet. There was a smaller effect on the Wholist-Analytic
dimension, where the Wholist had a preference for the Structured-Pictorial and the
Analytics for the Structured-Verbal sheet (p = 0.056). Students were also asked to
complete a structured interview questionnaire to assess their learning preferences in
terms of: (a) Mode of Working, (b) Social Context and (c) Task outcomes. The
main findings were as follows, (a) Mode of Working: As expected there was a
tendency for Imagers to use pictures and Verbalisers to prefer text and writing. This
increased with ability. (b) Social Context: Overall, Group or Paired was preferred to
Individual work. Group work was particularly liked by Analytics especially by
lower ability Analytic-Verbalisers. Individual work ranked high with Wholists,
particularly in the case of higher ability Imagers. (c) Task Outcomes: for open and
closed tasks, openness was preferred by a small number of higher ability students on
the Wholist-Analytic spectrum. On the Verbal-Imagery dimension the high ability
Wholists preferred closed tasks, as did the lower ability Analytic Verbalisers. The
findings were discussed in terms of their implications for current practice.
The results of this study would appear to indicate that it is possible to
distinguish between students in terms of the way in which they represent
information during learning and retention, and that cognitive style does affect
learning performance on tasks typical of those used in the school situation. The
implications for instruction are that teachers should be aware of individual
differences in cognitive style and should attempt to accommodate these into their
instructional programmes. While there is evidence to support the notion of cognitive
style, a number of questions remain and further research is needed to clarify these:
And (b) what is the
(a) are there Cultural differences in Cognitive Style?
Interaction Between other Variables and Cognitive Style?
Geraldine Mooney

August, 2002
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Introduction
Literacy-real-literacy-is an essential raw material of the information
age. We are entering an era of lifelong learning that merges work
and education .... We need workers who can adjust to change, who
can absorb new ideas and share them easily with others. In short, we
need people who have learned how to learn.

In education a striking range of individual differences in learning
performance may be observed. The past few decades have witnessed a growth in
our understanding of the development of learning and of the approaches being used
in its instruction. Current research and theory has augmented this growth and
understanding by examining how individuals process information via their
cognitive style.2 In order for a teacher to increase the effectiveness of an
individuals’ learning ability an enhanced understanding of the process of cognitive
development therefore, would appear to be a perquisite. The aim therefore,
throughout this thesis is to consider cognitive style dimensions of individual
difference and how the habitual ways of representing and structuring information
may affect performance in mathematics, and how the development of educational
processes helps practice, and encourages reflective teaching in which practice is
informed by a greater understanding of the individual.

Several writers provide an account of cognitive style in cognitive
psychology. Vernon provides an early critique of cognitive st’yle, tracing its

i David T. Kearns, "Forward," in The Nations Report Card: Learning to be Literate in
America, eds. A. N. Applebee, J. A. Lager, and I. V. S. Mullis (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing
Service, 1985), 3.
2 R. J.Riding and S. Rayner, "Cognitive Styles and Learning Styles," Educational
Psychology 17 [1,2] (1997): 5 - 24.

development from work carried out by German ’Gestalt’ psychologists.

She

explains that subsequent work on style flowed from a:
Considerable number of experiments.., devoted
individual differences in perception. 3

to

studying

Vernon, generally, was critical of ’style’ development in the psychology of
perception, pointing to a serious problem with the ’style’ construct, which she
believed had evolved from theories on single experiments. Grigerenko and
Sternberg4 agree however, that Mlport in his work, developed the idea of ’lifestyles’, and was probably the first researcher to deliberately use the ’style’
construct in association with cognition. This thesis explores the area of categories
of individual difference during thinking and decision-making and how individuals
process the same information in different ways.

It is possible to process information into the memory in terms of verbal
associations and mental images. While almost all individuals are able to generate
both verbal and imagery representations of information if they make a deliberate
effort to do so, each person has a preferred code which is habitually and
involuntarily used when analysing information. There is a considerable range of
habitual mode from almost entirely verbal to almost completely imaginal, and this
style represents a continuum of performance with individuals positioned fairly
uniformly along it. Performance is best on a task when the learning material and

3 M. D. Vernon, The Psychology of Perception (Harmondsworth: Penguin books, 1963),
221.
4 E. L. Grigerenko and R.J. Sternberg, "Thinking Styles," in International Handbook of
Personality and Intelligence, eds. D.H. Saklofske and M. Zeindner (New York: Plenum Press,
1995), 205 - 230.
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mode of presentation match the learning style of the student.5 When there is a
mismatch between style and material or mode of presentation attainment is usually
relatively poor.6 That individuals learn and process information in different ways
is well documented.7,8

Since cognitive style is found to influence performance on a variety of
tasks, it is also likely to be related to mathematics performance. That students
differ in mathematics performance is well known to teachers, but the reasons for
the differences are less obvious. To say that some students have ’mathematical
ability’ clearly does not offer any real explanation of why some students are good
at mathematics while others, very often are patently not. It is possible that the
verbal-imagery continuum is in fact a verbal-numerical-imagery dimension with
students at the centre of the continuum being inclined to numerical coding in
preference to other types. The verbal-imagery cognitive style dimension is also
related to the personality dimension of extraversion-introversion.9

The results from a study by Riding in 1979 showed that ambiverts (central
position on the extraversion-introversion personality continuum) do best on the

5 R. J.Riding and I. Calvey, "The Assessment of Verbal-Imagery Learning Styles and their
Effect on the Recall of Concrete and Abstract Prose Passages by Eleven Year-Old Children,"
British Journal of Psychology 72 (1981): 59 - 64.
6

R. J.Riding and E. Sadler-Smith, "Type of Instructional Material, Cognitive Style and

Learning Performance," Educational Studies 18 (1992): 329 - 340.
7 j. S. Bnmer, Towards a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1966).
8 Y.V Karpov and J. D.Bransford, "L.S. Vygotsky and the Doctrine of Empirical and
Theoretical Learning," Educational Psychologist 30 [2] (1995): 61 -66.
9 R. J.Riding and V. A.Dyer, " The Relationship between Extraversion and VerbalImagery Learning Style in Twelve-Year-Old Children," Personality and Individual Difference 1
(1980): 273 - 279.
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recall of prose details about quantity, lends some support to this possibility, l0 If
this is so, students at the central position on the verbal-imagery continuum may
possibly do better on mathematical tasks, particularly where computation is
involved and where verbal or imagery coding is inappropriate. On other hand,
mathematical tasks where spatial relationships are involved, mental imagery could
facilitate performance, and on tasks where much verbal information is given verbal
coding could be useful.

In view of this, individuals will develop strategies to press into service
alternative methods of performing structuring tasks in cases where their own
cognitive style is inappropriate.11 Therefore, the structure of the learning material
is likely to affect the groups differently. Classroom instruction can be enhanced by
knowledge of a student’s cognitive style, which could facilitate the development of
individual learning strategies.12 Students’ performance may then be improved by
the development of learning strategies, which maximise the positive aspects of
each cognitive style dimension.

Therefore, in selecting readable material such as textbooks, it is important
to consider who will read the material, what is the purpose of the material and
whether the material fits the readers and the purpose for which it is written. As
different texts serve different functions and make different demands upon readers,

1o R. J.Riding, "The Effect of Extraversion and Detail Content in the Recall of Prose by
Eleven-year old Children," British Journal of Educational Psychology 49 (1979): 296 - 303.
1~ R. J.Riding and M. Watts, "The Effect of Cognitive Style on the Preferred Format of
Instructional Material," Educational Psychology 17 [1,2] (1997): 179- 183.
12 Richard J. Riding and Stephen Rayner, Personal Style and Effective Teaching,
(Birmingham: Learning and Training Technology, 1995).
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it is a complex matter to define literacy in universal terms. Some texts, because
of their incompleteness or inexplicitedness, can rely heavily upon prior knowledge
of a reader or writer, and remain the domain of a specialised elite. With the
concepts of what defines readability it is proposed in chapter one to look at these
aspects with regard to mathematics. In order to develop effective learning
materials data is required to see how particular aspects of learning such as learning
preference and learning performance affect the academic performance of school
students.

In summary, it is proposed in this thesis to briefly examine the importance
of literacy and readability of material, as it is one of the cornerstones on which our
education system is built and to provide a comprehensible introduction into the
fields of cognitive style, and teaching methodologies. It is further proposed to put
forward the supposition that an integrated teaching approach in combination with
the teacher’s awareness of cognitive styles could be invaluable in allowing more
flexibility in the methodology of teaching, and presentation of subject material.
This in turn would allow the student to develop effective learning strategies, which
could possibly enhance achievement levels in this instance within the area of
mathematics. One could conclude, from Kearns that

We are entering an era of lifelong learning that merges work and
education .... In short, we need people who have learned how to
learn. ~3

13 David T. Kearns, "Forward," in The Nations Report Card. Learning to be Literate in
America, eds. A. N. Applebee, J. A. Lager, and I. V. S. Mullis (Princeton, NJ: Educational Testing
Service, 1985), 3.
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and teachers in the twenty-first century must be more adept than ever at enhancing
students’ learning ability. The following gives a brief outline of the imminent
chapters:

Chapter I outlines the historical background to literacy and the
importance of readability with texts and within mathematics.
¯

Chapter II will outline the salient features of cognitive style, it
effect on mode of presentation, appraise two models of cognitive
style and distinguish between cognitive style, learning strategies
and the importance of metacognition.

¯

Chapter 111 reviews the role of teaching, the possible need for
flexibility within teaching and the theories and methodologies
available for instructional purposes to enhance the learning
environment.

¯

Chapter IV looks at the methodology used within the research.

¯

Chapter V presents the results of the research.
Chapter VI discusses the results of the research and in the
conclusion examines whether or not cognitive styles and learning
strategies contribute in pedagogical practice to the enhancement of
learning.
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Chapter I
A Brief Historical Perspective on Literacy and Readability.
Literacy is above all a technology or set of techniques for
communications and for decoding and reproducing written
or printed materials. 1

1.1 LITERACY IN MEDIEVAL EUROPE

The European societies, which gave rise to the cultural regeneration and
intellectual innovation, which we call the Renaissance, enjoyed only very restricted
levels of literacy among their populations. Early medieval European culture had
been dominated by what might be termed ’primary orality.’2 Writing and reading
were skills, which very few professionals possessed, while the bulk of the
population relied for information on what they could see and hear. Economic
interactions took place face-to-face and religious experience was mediated to
ordinary men and women by the word of a priest and the impact of visual symbols.

As European societies became more literate during the Middle Ages,
writing came to be used for functions that earlier had been performed by oral
language and by ritual. Indenture of servants, deeding of property, evidence at
trials, and accounts of the lives of saints all came to be functions of written texts.
As literacy began to be required for these vital social purposes, oral language came
to be seen as loose and unruly and lacking in social authority. People who could
not read and write came to be regarded as rude and ignorant--in short, unlettered.

i Harvey J. Graft, Legacies of Literacy. Continuities and Contradictions in Western
Culture and Society (Bloomington In.: Indiana University Press, 1987), 4.
2 Robert A. Houston, Literacy in Early Modern Europe (London: Longman Group
Limited, 1988), 1.
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Literacy was restricted owing to a number of factors; writings in
themselves were scarce, printing was still in its infancy, books and writing
materials were expensive, most literature was in Latin and schooling was sparse.
By 1800 however, a new industrial age had commenced. Europe was a different
place in economic, religious, political, social and intellectual terms. It was these
forces that in the late 18th and the 19th centuries would weaken and, in many
cases, end the old aristocratic absolutism.3

The European expansion to new worlds overseas had stimulated
commercial rivalry. New trade had increased national wealth and encouraged a
sharp rise in the numbers and influence of the middle classes. These social and
economic transformations, joined with technological changes involving the steam
engine and the factory system, together produced industrialism, urbanisation, and
the initial stages of mass labour. Contemporary debates raged on ways in which
children should be educated, the role that the school should play in society, the
importance to the individual of high-quality literacy and to society of mass
literacy.4 All these trends were to influence the progress of education.

1.2 LITERACY IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE

There are certain features that must be borne in mind about European
societies before the Industrial Revolution. Firstly, the progress of education and
literacy was slow, education in the modern sense was relatively disorganised and

3 Michael Sanderson, Education and Economic Decline in Britain, 1870 to the 1990s
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 40-54.
4 Ron Brooks, Contemporary Debates in Education: A Historical Perspective (London:
Longman, 1991).
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the size of schools small. In Ireland for example we had hedge schools. Secondly
one has to beware of making superficial comparisons between twenty-first century
experiences and historical ones.

The institutional frameworks, social norms and mental climate in which
people lived between the Renaissance and the Industrial Revolution were very
different from our own. The family and the local community were far more
significant to everyday life; communications were basic, technology primitive, life
expectancy was short (thirty-five years on average).5 The role of magic and
religion in everyday life was all encompassing, the latter was the ’idiom in which
men thought’ and the concepts of ’liberty,’ ’democracy,’ and ’equality,’ as
understood in the present day, were almost unknown.6 The objective of education
and the uses to which it could be put on this basis may appear limited to modern
observers.

Historically, literacy tended to be associated with the development of
abstract thought, broadening of the mind through various experiences, for example
intellectual exchange, personal independence of thought and action, economic
development, and democracy.

Illiterates, on the other hand, were allegedly more

restricted in their thought patterns, intellectually
backward, isolated, inert, and almost pathological.7

impoverished, culturally
Illiteracy, in the words of

5 Robert A. Houston, Literacy in Early Modern Europe (London: Longman Group
Limited, 1988), 5.
6

Ibid. 6.

7 Ruth H. Finnegan, "Literacy versus Non-Literacy: The Great Divide," in Modes of
Thought." Essays on Thinking in Western and Non-Western Societies, eds. Robin Horton and Ruth
H. Finnegan (London: Faber, 1973).
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Lenin, was ’enemy number one’, while for Helvetius ’l’education peut tout’.8
Traditional historical writing about literacy has, for its part, concentrated on
schools and universities, print and publishing rather than on the extent of reading
and writing.

It is important to recognise the different purposes for which literacy can be
used. It can serve some practical or functional end such as economic need
amongst tradesmen, in which reading and writing would be advantageous; or fulfil
a simple religious need, where reading alone is all that is required. The influences,
which bore upon literacy in the early modern period, are summarised by Lawrence
Stone:
The structure of education in a society is determined by... social
stratification, job opportunities, religion, theories of social
control, demographic and family patterns, economic organisation
and resources and finally political theory and institutions.9
To this list one could add the dimension of language, since it is easier to learn to
read in the language of everyday communication than in an unfamiliar tongue. But
how does one define literacy? Is it the ability to sign one’s name, or is it better not
to think of literacy in the singular but rather of literacies, of a variety of ways in
which information can be acquired and transmitted?

It is possible to postulate that the first way could entail, looking at a
picture, which can be rich in visual imagery from which one can derive as much
information as from a written page. This can be seen with the wood engraving

s James A. Leith, Facets of Education in the Eighteenth Century. Studies on Voltaire and
the Eighteenth Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977), 15.
9 Lawrence Stone, "Literacy and Education in England, 1640-1900," Past and Present 42
(1969): 70.
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pictures of the 1870s and 1900s in school texts. The second element could be
reading itself, which can be either for private pleasure or for reading aloud, a
practice used in schoolrooms to teach literacy to illiterates. Thirdly could come
writing, starting with simple abilities like signing a name, and continuing upwards
to the copying of set texts in prose or verse, possibly in Latin or another language.
UNESCO adopted the following definition for the modern world:
A person, to be deemed literate, should be sufficiently fluent not
only to make out words on a page or copy them out but also to
read a newspaper or write a letter. 10

The new social and economic changes in the industrial age called upon
schools, both public and private, to broaden their aims and curricula. Schools were
expected not only to promote literacy, mental discipline, and good moral character
but also to help prepare children for citizenship, for jobs, and for individual
development and success. ’Post-elementary’ education was very much the
preserve of the middle and upper classes, and seen as a way of preserving
economic and social dominance. Order, stability and conformity were the
watchwords of the authorities. Teaching methods remained oriented toward
textbook memorising and strict discipline, to pass on an agreed body of
knowledge.

1.3 A HISTORICAL LOOK AT DEFINING READABILTY

It is common to think of literacy as the simple ability to read and write. In
part such thinking is a consequence of the naive assumption that alphabetic literacy
is a matter simply of decoding graphs into sounds and vice versa. In fact, literacy

lo Mary Burnet, ABC of Literacy (Paris: UNESCO, 1965).
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involves competence in reading, writing, and interpreting texts of various sorts. It
involves both skills in decoding and higher levels of comprehension and
interpretation.11 These higher levels depend upon knowledge both of specialised
uses of language and of specialised bodies of knowledge. The intimate relations
among language, literacy, and specialised bodies of knowledge have contributed to
the identification of literacy with schooling.

As different texts serve different functions and make different demands
upon readers, it is a complex matter to define literacy in universal terms.
Therefore, to judge the literacy levels of a society at different periods or to
compare one society with another is extremely difficult. Some texts, because of
their incompleteness or inexplicitedness, can rely heavily upon the prior
knowledge of a reader or writer, and remain the domain of a specialised elite.
While other texts that are relatively explicit and complete,12 permit a reader who is
unfamiliar with a text to read it in a reliable way and hence can be used for a much
broader range of functions.

The form of a text may be less crucial than the range of functions the text
serves and the breadth of its readership. However, the growth of readership leads
to an increase in the production of materials to be read, combined with an increase
in the number of functions the text is used for, and the invention of new, more

11 Jane V. Oakhill and Alan Garnham, Becoming a Skilled Reader (Oxford: Basil
Blackwell, 1988).
12 Meyer Myers and Scott Paris, " Children’s Metacognitive Knowledge about reading,"
Journal of Educational Psychology 70 (1978): 680-690.
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specialised genres of writing. The novel form, for example, originated in Europe
only in the 17th century, when there was a broadly based reading public.]3

Research into readability and the effectiveness with which books convey
information is not a new phenomenon. It stems from librarians and leaders in adult
education in the early 1930s in America. They tried to find some means of putting
the right book into the hands of the right reader. In the late 1940’s Edgar Dale and
Jeanne Chall proposed the following concept of what readability is:
In the broadest sense, readability is the sum total (including
interactions) of all those elements within a given piece of printed
material that affect the success a group of readers have with it.
The success is the extent to which they understand it, read it at an
optimum speed, and find it interesting. 14
They considered that, even if it were possible to have an entirely individualised
reading programme, with a wide variety of material available so that each child
could select "what is readable for him"; someone would still have to select the
history text, the basic reader, and the geography book.

Nevertheless, what do we understand by the term readability? Webster’s
Dictionary defines readable as: "Legible," "easy to read because it is interesting or
pleasing," "that permits or admits of reading". One can see from this definition
that there is room for confusion between readability and legibility.

In order to

achieve a common definition for the notion of readability Gray and Leary 15

]3 Alberto Manguel, A History of Reading (London: Flamingo, 1997), 225-235.
14 Edgar Dale and Jeanne S. Chall, "The Concept of Readability," Elementary English,
XXVI (January, 1949): 23.
]5 William S. Gray and Bernice E. Leary, WhatMakes a BookRreadable, 17th ed. (Wales:
University Microfilms Ltd. 1972), 14.
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surveyed groups of teachers, librarians and publishers as to what in their opinion
made a book readable. Their findings pointed to at least three broad aspects that
increased the ease of reading proficiency.

First came content or subject matter and its interest or appeal to the reader;
second was style of expression, which made it interesting and comprehensible to
the reader and third came format and organisation, which made it easy to follow
the logic of the material with the minimum of effort. Further research analysed the
type of subject matter and themes that appealed to different readers. Dunn16 and
Gates17 contributed to our knowledge of what makes books interesting or

uninteresting to children in primary grades, while ZellerTM did a similar analysis
for junior high school level and Sterner19 for senior level. Gates, while examining
the phenomenon of "difficulty" in reading discovered that, interest depended on
both stylistic and expressional elements such as, "surprise" (unexpected and
unforeseen events), "liveliness" (action and movement), and "animal-ness"
(presentation of things animals do). These were seen as positive contributors to
young children’s interest whereas "moral-ness" led to decreased interest.2°

16 Fannie W. Dunn, "Interest Factors in Primary Reading Material," Contributions to
Education No. 113. (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1921).
17 Arthur I. Gates, lnterest andAbility in Reading. (New York: Macmillan Co., 1930).
18 Dale Zeller, "Relative Importance of factors of interest in Reading Materials of Junior
High School Pupils," Contributions to Education No. 841. (New York: Bureau of Publications,
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1941).
19 Alice P. Sterner, "Radio, Motion Picture, &Reading Interests, ’" Contributions to
Education No. 932 (New York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1947).
20 William S. Gray and Ruth Munroe, The Reading interests and Habits of Adults (New
York: Macmillan Co., 1929): 89 - 90.
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In other words, a book may lose its interest for children if the presentation
has complicated sentence structure, abstract concept, or too great a concentration
of ideas. Waples and Tyler2~ were concerned with the way topics were presented
in order that they may be read with interest and understanding. They pointed out
that comprehensibility influenced and often limited readers’ preferences and actual
choice of book. Therefore, in selecting readable material it is important to
consider who will read the material, what is the purpose of the material and
whether the material fits the readers and the purpose for which it is written. With
these concepts of what defines readability it is proposed in the following section to
look at these aspects with regard to mathematics.

1.4 THE READABILITY OF MATHEMATICS

As discussed in previous sections the readability of text has become a
major concern in education. A variety of different techniques have been
established to enable teachers to carry out checks as to whether or not a particular
text is appropriate. For example there is the Dale-Chall formula as discussed
previously, the FOG formula, Flesch-Kinad formula and the cloze procedure,
which is based on the ability of the reader to fill in the missing words in a text.
However, as most of the techniques only incorporate a selection of the possible
facets of readability, there is a difficulty in defining the readability of mathematical
texts.

21 Doughlas Waples and Ralph W. Tyler, What People Want to Read About (Chicago:
American Library Association and the University of Chicago Press, 1931).
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Mathematical text is peculiar in comparison with text in other subject areas.
The text does not necessarily flow let~ to right, line a~er line. It is sometimes
necessary to move in unusual directions and move about the page in order to refer
to tables, graphs or diagrams. Kayne, Byrne and Hater22, from the United States,
devised a readability formula for use specifically with mathematical text.
However, it is extremely complex and time consuming to apply, and might not
give the same results outside the USA.

Any mathematical textual material, which is to be read by students, must be
’readable’. It is not easy to define readability in completely explicit terms, but
there is no doubt about what is meant. It implies that students should be able to
learn what one intends them to learn without the language itself getting in the way.
Orton uses a good example in his book;23 the fortnightly mental arithmetic test for
a particular child regularly included a question of the type:
What is the difference between 47 and 23?
The child thought the question rather odd, but nevertheless answered it, as follows:

One number is bigger than the other.
When the test papers were returned the answer was marked wrong. There was no
question of going to ask the teacher why is was wrong, better to try again and see
what happened. Along came the next test, and the student tried an answer as
follows:
One number contains a 4 and a 7 but the other doesn’t.

22 R.B. Kane, M.A. Byrne, and M.A. Hater,.Helping Children Read Mathematics (New
York: American Book Company, 1974).
23 Anthony

Orlon, Learning Mathematics, Issues, Theory and Classroom Practice

(London: Cassell Educational Limited, 1987), 124.
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Naturally, this was also marked wrong.

In a subsequent test the student in

desperation tried again:
One number is about twice the other.
The saga continued until the student finally asked a friend what the correct answer
was and why. While this story is a true one, it also begs the question why the
student felt that he/she could not ask the teacher for an explanation.

Anecdotes about children experiencing difficulties because they do not
understand the words are not hard to find, but they do introduce the issue of
mathematical vocabulary. Even if the vocabulary is appropriate there still might
be problems because the students do not always interpret statements literally, but
on occasion appear to change the meaning into what they think the teacher
intended to say.

It is essential that teachers of mathematics should assess, critically, the
appropriateness of text for their students, but the general recommendations at the
moment is that this should be achieved by means of ’informed judgements’.
Therefore, it is important to have the information on which to base such a
judgement. How can one make an informed judgement on a text in order to find
out what format and mode of presentation the students would prefer in order for
them to achieve maximum learning potential? Is it possible to postulate therefore,
that in order to make an informed judgement on text for one’s students, it would be
necessary to assess the cognitive style of each student? It was with this hypothesis
in mind that the author decided to research the area of cognitive style, and its
possibilities in teaching methodology.
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Chapter H
Cognitive Style and Learning Strategy
[Teachers should] Encourages pupils to engage in a long-term
process of building a style of learning, which is meaningful and
productive .... To try to impose a [cognitive] learning style is the
pedagogic equivalent of imposing a false self u~on someone- an
act, which is inevitably destructive in the long run.

2.1 Defining Cognitive Styles and Learning Strategy

Personal style as applied to learning describes the way in which a person
habitually approaches or responds to a learning task. It consists of two essential
characteristics: first, cognitive style, which reflects the way in which the individual
person thinks; second, learning strategy, which reflects those processes which are
used by the learner to respond to the demands of a learning activity.

Cognitive style could probably be viewed as either an innate and automatic
way of responding to information and situations or as permanently fixed early on
in life and thought to be deeply enveloping, affecting a wide range of individual
functioning.2 A person’s cognitive style, therefore, could be said to be a relatively
unchanging aspect of learning performance, which influences a person’s general
attainment or achievement in learning situations. By contrast, strategies are
methods that may be learned and developed to cope with situations and tasks,
(particularly utilising styles to make the best of situations) which present great

1 Douglas H. Hamblin, Teaching Study Skills (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1981), 21.
2 Richard J. Riding and Stephen Rayner, Cognitive Styles and Learning Strategies
(London: David Fulton Publishers, 1997), 7.
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difficulties for the student. Within literature, the term ’learning style’ is sometimes
used to refer to as a learning strategy.

2.2 The Origins of the Construct of Cognitive Style

Early in the scientific study of psychology, Galton in 1883 and James in
1890 gave attention to the notion that some people have a predominantly verbal
way of representing information in thought, while others are more visual or
imaginal. Various traditions of psychology over the last one hundred years have
continued this research into the emerging field of cognitive style. One of the first
proponents to deliberately use the ’style’ construct in association with cognition
was Gordon Allport in his work in developing the idea of’life-styles.’3

More recently, research by Jonassen, Grabowski 4 and Messick5 and others
have approached cognitive style from an organising perspective of ’differential
psychology’ while researchers like Grigerenko, Sternberg,6 and Riding7 have been
interested in the processes and abilities in cognition. Vernon and Messick have
suggested that the primary antecedents of cognitive style, for example, the idea that

3 Gordon G. Allport, Personality: A Psychological Interpretation (New York: Holt, 1937).
4 David H. Jonassen and Bernard L. Grabowski, Handbook of Individual Differences,
Learning and lnstruction (Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1993).
5 Samuel Messick, "Cognitive Styles and Learning," in International Encyclopaedia of
Developmental Psychology, eds. Erik De Corte and Franz Weinert (London Pergamon, 1996), 638641.
6 E. L. Grigerenko and Robert J. Sternberg, "Thinking Styles," in International Handbook
of Personality and Intelligence, eds. Donald H. Saklofske and Moshe Zeidner (New York: Plenum,
1995).
7 Richard J. Riding, "On the Nature of Cognitive Style," Educational Psychology 17
(1997): 29-50.
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Different individuals have contrasting personalities that differentially
influence their modes of cognition and behavioural expression,8
could be traced back to a description of personality in classical Greek literature.
The ideology to which they referred was the early model of human personality
created by Hippocrates. It consisted of four personality types: the melancholic, the
sanguine, the phlegmatic and the choleric. However, as a working definition in the
present context, Tennant has succinctly defined cognitive style as "an individual’s
characteristic and consistent approach to organising and processing information".9

Researchers into cognitive style have generally worked in their own
contexts, in isolation from one another, developed their own instruments for
assessment and gave their own labels to the style they were studying with little
reference to the work of others. Not surprisingly, this led to the development of a
large variety of style labels. A number of researchers for example, Fowler1°,
Brumby11 and Miller12 have suggested that many of these were but different
conceptions of the same dimensions. Riding and Cheema,~3 found over thirty
different labels and, after reviewing the descriptions, correlations, methods of
assessment and effect on behaviour, concluded that they could be grouped into two
8 Philip Ewart Vernon, "Multivariate Approaches to the Study of Cognitive Styles," in
Multivariate Analysis and Psychology Theory, ed. John R. Royce (London: Academic Press, 1973),
125 - 148.
9 M. Tennant, Psychology andAdult Learning (London: Routledge, 1988).
1o W. Fowler, "Cognitive Differentiation and Developmental Learning," in Advances in
Child Development and Behaviour, eds. H. Rees and L. Lipsitt (New York: Academic Press, 1980),
[15] 163 - 206.
~1 M.N. Brumby, "Consistent Differences in Cognitive Styles shown for Qualitative
Biological Problem-Solving," British Journal of Educational Psychology 52 (1982): 244 - 257.
12 A. Miller, "Cognitive Styles: An Integrated Model," Educational Psychology 7 (1987):
251 - 268.
13 Richard J. Riding and I. Cheema, "Cognitive Styles: an Overview and Integration,"
Educational Psychology, 11 (1991): 193-215.
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principle cognitive style dimensions: the Wholist-Analytic and the VerbalImagery.

These two basic dimensions of cognitive style may be summarised as

follows:
Figure 2.1

The Wholist-Analytic / Verbal-Imagery Dimensions

Wholist-Analytic
Dimension
ANAL’f TIC

Verbal-Imagery
Dimension
VERBALISER

WHOLIST
Source: RJ.Riding 199714

°

,

The Wholist - Analytic Style dimension of whether an individual
tends to process information in wholes or parts. This dimension
describes the habitual way in which an individual organises and
structures information.
Some individuals will deconstruct
information into component parts (described as Analytics), others
will retain a global or overall view of information (described as
Wholists).
The Verbal - Imagery Style dimension of whether an individual is
inclined to represent information during thinking either verbally or
in mental pictures. Basically, individuals who are verbalisers read,
listen to or consider information in words. By contrast, when
people who are imagers read, listen to or consider information, they
experience fluent, spontaneous and frequent mental pictures. See
example in Figure 2.2 on page twenty-two.

14 Richard J. Riding, "On the Nature of Cognitive Style," Educational Psychology 17
(1997): 30.
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Figure 2.2

Verbal-Imagery Style Dimension

Verbaliser

Imager

Source: R.J. Riding, A, Glass and G. Douglas, 199315

2.3 Cognitive Styles and Mode of Presentation

The Wholist - Analytic dimension derives from the work of Witkin 16 and
others on field dependence/independence and describes how an individual
habitually organises information. Analytics, as defined by Riding and Buckle17,
are equivalent to field-independents and Wholists to field-dependents. Wholists
are able to organise information into loosely clustered wholes and tend to see
information from an overall perspective and to appreciate its total context. By
contrast, Analytics tend to organise information into
groupings and will see information as a collection of parts.

clear-cut conceptual
Analytics will often

focus on one or two of these at a time to the exclusion of the others.

Figure 2.3

]5 R.J. Riding, Alan Glass, G. Douglas, "Individual Differences in Thinking: Cognitive
and Neurophysiological Perspectives," Educational Psychology 13 [3/4] (1993): 270-271.
16 H.A. Witkin et al. "Field-Dependent and Field-Independent Cognitive Styles and their
Educational Implications," Review of Educational Research 47 (1977): 1-64.
17 Richard J. Riding and C. F. Buckle, Learning Styles and Training Performances
(Sheffield: Training Agency, 1990).
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shows in a schematic way, how information or subject matter might be perceived
by Wholists and Analytics.

Figure 2.3

Wholist-Analytic Style Dimension

pro°o= .... ,°°:, °°.°°°°..
,’°’ ’ ’°~o’°°,°°" ’ ~’°° ,o. °,,°° °° ° °

ii

,~,o,°

Wholist view
Analytic view
Source: R.J. Riding, A. Glass and G. Douglas, 1993TM

For Wholists, not only are the parts not separated, but there is also the
possibility that the distinction between them is blurred so that it can be difficult to
distinguish the issues that make up the whole of a piece of information. Therefore,
the positive strength of the Wholist is that when considering information they can
see the whole ’picture’. This in turn makes it less likely that they will have
extreme views or attitudes. The negative attribute of the style is that they find
difficulty in separating out a situation into parts see Figure 2.4 page twenty-four.

18 R.J. Riding, Alan Glass, G. Douglas, "Individual Differences in Thinking: Cognitive
and Neurophysiological Perspectives," Educational Psychology 13 [3/4] (1993): 270-271.
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Figure 2.4. The Negative Attributes of the Wholist-Analytic Dimension
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Blurred wholist view
Distorted analytic view
Source: R.J. Riding, A_ Glass and G. Douglas, 199319

By contrast, the Analytic will tend to focus on just one aspect of the whole
at a time and this may have the effect of distorting or exaggerating it, or making it
more prominent, with respect to the rest. This leads to the possibility of Analytics
getting information out of proportion to the overall opinion. Their positive
attribute is that Analytics have the ability to analyse information into parts, which
allows them to get quickly to the heart of a problem. They are good at seeing
similarities and detecting differences. However, their negative attribute is that they
are not able to get a balanced view of the whole and they may focus on one aspect
of a situation to the exclusion of the others and enlarge it out of proportion.

Verbal -Imagery Style with respect to the mode of presentation indicates
that Imagers learn best from pictorial presentation, while Verbalisers are superior

]9 R.J. Riding, Alan Glass, G. Douglas, "Individual Differences in Thinking: Cognitive
and Neurophysiological Perspectives," Educational Psychology 13 [3/4] (1993): 270-271.
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with text.2° In terms of content, Imagers find concrete and readily visualised
information easier than semantically and acoustically complex details, with the
reverse applying to Verbalisers.21 In terms of thinking, Verbal-Imagery style
affects the characteristic mode in which people represent information during
thinking, verbally or in images. If a person reads a novel, they can represent the
actions, happenings and scenes in terms of word associations or by constructing a
mental picture of what they read. See Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5

Verbal-Imagery Style dimension

Imager

Verbaliser

f i sh

Verbal

associations

Mental
pictures

Source: R.J. Riding, A. Glass and G. Douglas, 199322

Style therefore, affects the processing of information and the mode of
presentation individuals prefer and the types of tasks they will find easy or
difficult. All groups can use either mode of presentation if they make a conscious

20 Richard J. Riding and C. F. Buckle, Learning Styles and Training Performances
(Sheffield: Training Agency, 1990).
21 Richard J. Riding and I Calvey, "The Assessment of Verbal -Imagery Learning Styles
and their effect on the Recall of Concrete and Abstract Prose Passages by Eleven-Year-Old
Children," British Journal of Psychology 72 ( 1981): 59-64.
22 R.J. Riding, Alan Glass, G. Douglas, "Individual Differences in Thinking: Cognitive
and Neurophysiological Perspectives," Educational Psychology 13 [3/4] (1993): 270-271.
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choice i.e. Verbalisers can form images if they try, but it is not their normal,
habitual mode. Imagers who are also Analytics can also use the imagery mode as a
strategy in order to provide a way of obtaining a Wholist view. Similarly,
Verbalisers who are Wholists can use the verbal mode to give a means of
providing an analytic view. Cognitive styles in interaction with one another have
been shown to affect a wide range of behaviours,

including learning

performance,23 and performance in public examinations.24

An important aspect of the validity of any construct (in this case cognitive
style) is that it should be related to observed behaviours and that the relationship
should be large enough for practical significance. For example, if one looks at the
areas of learning performance and learning preferences:
¯

Learning performance: Imagers almost double their learning
performance if they are presented with the same information as
text-plus-illustration compared to just text, while verbalisers are
not affected.23 26
Learning preferences: Given a choice of learning material,
verbalisers will choose the textual version, and imagers will
choose a version with illustrations.27

23 Richard J. Riding and Emily Sadler-Smith, "Cognitive Style and Learning Strategies:
some implications for Training Design," International Journal of Training and Development 1
(1997): 204.
24 Richard J. Riding and T. Caine, "Cognitive Style and GCSE Performance in
Mathematics, English Language and French," Educational Psychology, 13 (1993): 59 - 67
2s Richard J. Riding and L. Anstey, "Verbal-Imagery Learning Style and Reading
Attainment in Eight-year-old Children," Journal of Research in Reading 5 (1982): 57-66.
26 Richard J. Riding and I Calvey, "The Assessment of Verbal -Imagery Learning Styles
and their effect on the Recall of Concrete and Abstract Prose Passages by Eleven-Year-Old
Children," British Journal of Psychology 72 ( 1981): 59-64.
27 Richard J. Riding and D. Mathias, "Cognitive Styles and Preferred Learning Mode,
Reading Attainment and Cognitive Ability in 11-year-old Children," Educational Psychology 11
(1991): 383-393.
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In the area of education and training cognitive style would appear to have potential
practical applications.

2.4 Towards a Model of Style

As discussed in the previous sections it is useful to distinguish between
cognitive style and learning strategy. While cognitive style has a physiological
basis and is fairly fixed for individuals, strategies are ways that may be learnt and
developed to cope with situations and tasks. A useful distinction has been made by
Curry who proposed that all cognitive and learning style measures may be grouped
into three main types or "strata resembling layers of an onion" it is known as
Curry’s ’Onion Model’.2s By organising learning style measures like this:
Learning behaviour is fundamentally controlled by the central
personality dimension, translated through middle strata information
processing dimensions and given a final twist by interaction with
environmental factors encountered in the outer strata.29
According to Curry, the outermost layer of the onion and the most observable style
is what she labels as ’instructional preference’. Examples of measures that assess
this level of cognitive style are the Learning Preference Inventory3° and the Grasha
Reichmann Students Learning Styles Scales31. Instructional preference refers to
the individual’s choice of environment in which to learn. As this is the layer that

28 L. Curry, "An Orgamsation of Learning Styles Theory and Constructs," Eric Document
235 (1983): 185.
29 L. Curry, "An Organisation of Learning Styles Theory and Constructs," Eric Document
235 (1983): 187.
3o A.G. Rezler and V. Rezmovic, " The Learning Preference Inventory," Journal of
Appplied Health 10 (1981): 28 - 34.
31 S.W. Reichmann and A.F. Grasha, "A Rational Approach to Developing and Assessing
the Construct Validity of a Study of Learning Style Scales Investment," Journal of Psychology 87
(1974): 213 - 223.
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is most exposed to the learner’s environment, learner expectations, teacher
expectations and other external features, Curry believes instructional preference to
be the least stable, and the most easily influenced level of measurement in the
cognitive style area.

The second layer of the ’Onion Model’ is referred to as the ’information
processing style’. This is considered as the individual’s intellectual approach to
assimilating information, and because this processing does not directly involve the
environment, Curry believes that measures, which assess this style level are more
stable than instructional preference, but can still be modified by learning
strategies. Measures such as the Learning Style Inventory32 and the Inventory of
Learning Processes33 are all thought to be dealing with information processing
style concepts applicable at the juncture between basic personality levels,
individual differences, and environmentally offered learning format choices.

The third and the innermost layer of the hypothetical cognitive style onion
is the ’cognitive personality style’. The cognitive personality style is defined as
the individual’s approach to adapting and assimilating information in which the
individual does not interact directly with the environment. However, this is an
underlying and relatively permanent personality dimension that is expressed
indirectly and is apparent only when an individual’s behaviour is observed across
many learning instances. Examples of measures, which Curry suggests assesses

32 D.A. Kolb, The Learning Style Inventory: Technical Manual (Boston, MA: McBer and
Company, 1976).
33 R.R. Schmeck, F.D. Ribich, and N. Ramaniah, "Development of a Self-Report
Inventory for Assessing Individual Differences in Learning Processes," Applied Psychological
Measurement, 1 (1977): 413 - 431.
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this third level of cognition, are the Embedded Figures Test34, Myers Briggs Type
Indicator35 and the Matching Familiar Figures Test36. On the basis of the onion
model, the Cognitive Style Analysis, which will be used to assess the students in
authors’ research study, would be placed at the innermost level.

The Cognitive Control Model, which is an elaboration of that of Curry’s
Onion Model and of Riding and Rayner37 and bears some similarities to that of
Furnham,38 will be outlined and a graphical description can be seen in Figure 2.6
on page thirty. In order to make the model more concrete, some of the personality
sources were given tentative names, although physiological mechanisms for them
have yet to be clearly defined.

At the innermost level there are a number of underlying primary sources
comprising the memory of the individual’s past experiences and knowledge, their
underlying personality and their gender. The next level is that of cognitive control.
This comprises the two dimensions of style, the Wholist - Analytic and the Verbal
Imagery. It combines the internal state with information from the external world
and imposes on the response and view, its own structure and form.

34 H.A. Witldn, D.R. Goodenough and P.K. Oltman, "Psychological Differentiation:
Current Status," Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 37 (1979): 1127 - 1145.
35 I.B. Myers, The Myers Briggs Type Indicator Manual (Princeton: Educational Testing
Service, 1962).
36 j. Kagan, Impulsive and Reflective Children: Significance of Conceptual Tempo in
Learning and the Educational Process, ed. J.D. Krumboltz (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965).
37 R. J.Riding and S. Rayner, "The Information Superhighway and Individualised
Learning," Educational Psychology 15 (1995): 365 - 378.
38 A. Furnham, "The Relationship of Personality and Intelligence to Cognitive Style and
Achievement," in International Handbook of Personality andlntelligence, eds. D.H. Saklofske and
M. Zeidner (New York: Plenum Press, 1995), 397 - 413.
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Figure 2.6

The Cognitive Control Model
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Source: R. J. Riding, 1997.39

At input level there is the perceptual working memory processing system,
which analyses incoming information. The performance of this is often considered
to be the main determiner of ’intelligence’ that is assessed by intelligence tests.

39 Richard

J. Riding, "On the Nature of Cognitive Style," Educational Psychology 17

(1997): 43.
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Many tests seem to concentrate on this area. At the output level, there are the
learning strategies. These will have developed by, for instance, the individual
sensing that certain modes are easier to use, and then recognising a learning
preference, and deciding to translate new incoming information into that image.
Learning strategies in this model are at a different level from that of Curry’s Onion
Model.

Cognitive style would appear to be independent of intelligence. Riding and
Pearson4° with a sample of 12 - 13 year old pupils found that intelligence as
measured by the sub-tests of the British Abilities Scale were not related to
cognitive style41. Both style and intelligence will affect performance on a given
task. The basic distinction between them is that performance on all tasks will
improve as intelligence increases, whereas the effect of cognitive style on
performance for an individual will either be positive or negative depending on the
nature of the task.

It follows from this, that for an individual at one end of the style
dimension, a task of a type they find difficult will be found easier by someone at
the other end of the dimension and vice versa. For instance, if the dimension were
the Verbal- Imagery style, then Verbalisers would find pictorial tasks more
difficult than would imagers, but would find highly verbal tasks easier then
imagers. In other words, in terms of cognitive style a student is both good and

4o R. J. Riding and F. Pearson, "The Relationship between Cognitive Style and
Intelligence," Educational Psychology 14 (1994): 413 -425.
41 C. Elliot, The British Ability Scales (Windsor: NFER, 1983).
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poor at tasks depending on the nature of the task, while for intelligence, they are
either good or poor.

2.5 Learning Strategy Development

The first step to learning strategy development is awareness by a student
that a subject presents difficulty. The next is a self-understanding of his/her
cognitive style and of the styles appropriateness for the subject area, whether it is
in terms of structure and meaning or mode of representation and consequently,
information processing load. Learning strategies can then be considered which
may mitigate any mismatch between subject and cognitive style. An example of a
simple learning strategy could be changing the mode of presentation to match the
position on the verbal - imagery dimension. For instance, a verbaliser could
change the pictorial information presented by a book or lecturer into words, and
the imagers could change words to illustrations or diagrams.

Cantwell and Moore42 have drawn attention to individual differences in
students towards learning strategy development, and this raised the additional
question of whether certain cognitive styles are more willing to develop learning
strategies than others. Individuals therefore, develop learning strategies to deal
with learning material, which may not initially be compatible with their cognitive
style. This disparity will in turn lead to the development of a learning strategy to
translate material into a preferred mode where possible. Learning strategies as

42 R. Cantwell and P. Moore, The Development of Measures of Individual Differences in
Serf- Regulatory Control and Their Relationship to Academic Performance. Paper presented at the
6th European Conference for Research on Learning and Instruction, Nijmegen, The Netherlands,
1995.
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discussed earlier can be learnt and modified while cognitive style remains a
relatively fixed core characteristic of an individual.43 In the long term a repertoire
of learning strategies or cognitive tool-kit develops to help the individual
successfully complete a specific task. These strategies are formed as part of a
response within the individual to meet the demands of the learning environment.

The cognitive-centred approach emphasises the consistent and habitual
nature of cognitive style in affecting the organisation and representation of
information during learning and thinking. This has implications for learning
within the education system.

Where a cognitive style matches the content and

presentation of material to be learnt, the individual is likely to find the task easier
than when there is a mismatch between cognitive style and learning design.

A study by Riding and Watts44 revealed that students were attracted to, and
preferred to select, materials that appeared to them to suit their own cognitive
style. Further research by Riding and Staley showed that where cognitive styles of
students and the structural requirements of the subject matter matched, the students
did better than when there was a mismatch. 45 Students were sensitive to how easy
it was to understand a subject, and were consciously aware of the design of
structure they preferred.

43 Richard J. Riding and Emily Sadler-Smith, "Cognitive Style and Learning Strategies:
some implications for Training Design," International Journal of Training and Development 1
(1997): 204
44 Richard J. Riding and Michael Watts, "The Effect of Cognitive Style on the Preferred
Format of Instructional Material," Educational Psychology 17 (1997): 179-183.
45 Richard J. Riding and A. Staley, "Self-Perception as Learner, Cognitive Style and
Business Studies Students’ Course Performance," Assessment and Evaluation in Higher Education
23 (1998).
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Weinstein and Van Mater Stone46 argue that to be aware of one’s own
thinking (metacognition) is a critical step in the acquisition and improvement of a
learning strategy repertoire. Metacognition refers to the knowledge one has about
how one learns. It is a key component of ones ability to regulate ones learning
processes. Metacognition was first proposed by developmental psychologist John
Flavell to explain why children of different ages deal with learning tasks in
different ways.

One way to grasp the essence of metacognition is to contrast it with
cognition. The term cognition is used to describe ways in which information is
processed, that is, the way information is recognised, encoded, stored in ones
memory, retrieved from storage and used for some purpose or another.
Metacognition refers to knowledge about those operations and how they might be
used to achieve a learning goal. As Flavell, put it:
I am engaging in metacognition...if I notice that I am having more
trouble learning A than B, if it strikes me that I should double-check
C before accepting it as a fact...if I sense that I had better make a
note of D because I may forget it...47
Lev Vygotsky believed that children acquire metacognitive knowledge and skills
most effectively through direct instruction, imitation, and social collaboration.48
Vygotsky’s analysis also suggested, that providing children with opportunities to
regulate their own and other’s behaviour, as in peer tutoring, (working in pairs)

46 Frank E. Weinstein and G. Van Mater Stone, "Learning Strategies and Learning to
learn," in International Encyclopaedia of Developmental Psychology, eds. Erik De Corte and Franz
Weinert (London: Pergamon, 1996): 419-423.
47 j. Flavell, "Metacognition Aspects of Problem-Solving," in The Nature of Intelligence,
ed. L. B. Rensick (H_illsdale, NJ: Erlbaum,1976), 232.
48 Y.V. Karpov and J. D. Bransford, "L.S. Vygotsky and the Doctrine of Empirical
Theoretical Learning," Educational Psychologist 30 [2] (1995): 61 - 66.
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was an excellent way to help them increase their metacognitive skills and improve
their quality of learning.

Self-awareness of metacognition forms a major part of personal
development and utilisation of cognitive style. Riding and Rayner believe that the
benefits of building a specific self-awareness of cognitive style and the
development of learning strategy into pedagogical practice would contribute
directly to the enhancement of learning.49 Programs like reciprocal teaching have
produced high levels of learning, motivation, and transfer of knowledge.5°

However, planning and organising relevant lessons is only half the battle,
students must attend to the information, encode it into long term memory, and
retrieve it when needed. Getting students to use this process can be difficult, and
will be discussed in more detail in chapter three: the role of teaching
methodologies. Evidence suggests however, that students and adults are
inefficient learners and that their attempts at encoding rarely go beyond rote
rehearsal (reading a textbook chapter), simple organisational schemes (outlining),
and various cueing devices (underlining and highlighting).51,52

49 Richard J. Riding and Stephen Rayner, Personal Style and Effective Teaching
(Birmingham: Learning and Training Technology, 1995).
50 Y.V. Karpov and H.C. Haywood, "Two Ways to Elaborate Vygotsky’s Concept of
Mediation," American Psychologist 53 [1] (1998): 27 - 36.
51 C. L. Bond, M.J. Miller, and R. W. Kennon, "Study skills: Who is Taking the
Responsibility for Teaching?" Performance andlnstruction 26 [7] (1987), 27 - 29
52 M. L. Simpson, "The Status of Study Strategy Instruction: Implications for Classroom
Teachers," Journal of Reading 29 [2] (1984): 136- 143.
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One possible explanation for this state is that students are rarely taught how
to make the most of their cognitive abilities. When the nature of the learning task
changes, few students think about changing their encoding techniques to
correspond with the new task. When one considers that the amount of independent
learning expected of students increases consistently from primary through
secondary and into university it is even more surprising to find that the older the
students are the less likely they are to receive learning strategy instruction.53

Self-understanding and learning strategy development are important for
students since they have potential to enhance motivation and to make it more
intrinsic, and to improve performance. When students receive the results of their
assessment, they may have more realism about their level of performance, but they
will not understand why there may be a difference between how they performed
and how they thought they were doing. An important consideration with respect to
cognitive style mismatch with a subject’s content or mode of presentation is that it
should not be a passive acceptance of the difficulty, but a challenge to find a
learning strategy by which an inappropriate cognitive style may be used to its best
advantage in order to facilitate learning performance.

A learning strategy therefore, is a general plan for achieving a distant
academic goal. A learning tactic is a specific technique like a memory aid or a
form of note taking that a learner uses to understand the concepts in a textbook and
how they relate to one another. A learning tactic therefore, has an integral
connection to learning strategies: it is a learning tool that moves one closer to its
53

B. E. Moley et al., "The Teachers Role in Facilitating Memory and Study Strategy

Development in the Elementary School Classroom," Child Development 63 [3] (1992): 653 - 672.
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objective. For example, rote rehearsal is one of the earliest tactics to be used
during childhood. It is not a very effective memory tactic because it does not
produce distinct encoding or good retrieval cues. Mnemonic devices are memory
directed tactics that help a learner organise information to enhance its retrieval.
Two examples of mnemonics are
¯

Rhyme
Fiddlededum, fiddlededum, a ring around the moon is x X d,
If a hole in your sock you want fixed, use the formula x r
squared. (To recall formulas for circumference and area).
Acrostic (the first letter from each word in the sentence
indicates what is to be remembered)
Please Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally (order of operations in
maths)
Parentheses, Exponents, Multiplication, Division, Addition
and Subtraction.54

No one expects students to teach themselves reading, writing and
arithmetic so why should students be expected to teach themselves how to use a
variety of learning tactics? If learning tactics are taught, as isolated techniques
students may not use them for very long, because as discussed earlier they may not
recognise that as the situation changes, so should the tactic. Therefore, students
should be taught how to use learning tactics as a part of a broader learning strategy.

Learning strategies consist of six components, metacognition, analysis,
planning, implementation of the plan, monitoring of progress, and modification.
Students can formulate strategic learning plans that identify and analyse the
important aspects of a task. They can then tailor these plans to their own strengths

54 F. S. Bellezza, "Mnemonic Devices: Classification, Characteristics, and Criteria,"
Review of Educational Research 51 [2] (1981): 247 - 275.
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and weaknesses as learners. The true strategist is mentally active, and realises that
different subjects have different types of information and structures, and that
exams differ in the kind of demands they make. Therefore, strategies must be
constructed anew as a student moves from task to task. This would imply that the
concept of a learning strategy is complex and requires a certain level of intellectual
maturity. Therefore, it might be concluded that this level of intellectual maturity
would be beyond primary and secondary students.

Research evidence by Selmes in Scotland however, would suggest
otherwise.55 He found that some students were sensitive to contextual differences
among tasks and varied their approach accordingly. Hattie, Biggs and Purdie56
also found that students who were trained to use a single mnemonic technique out
performed non-trained students by a wide margin on tests of memory 86th
percentile versus 50th percentile respectively. The effect was particularly
noticeable among low

achieving students and low-level comprehension.

Annemarie Palincsar and Ann Brown devised a particularly effective learning
strategy-training programme known as reciprocal teaching57 where students learn
certain comprehension skills by demonstrating them to each other. This approach
to strategy instruction is based on Vygotsky’s zone of proximal

development

concept, which will be discussed in more depth in chapter three: The role of
teaching methodologies.

55 I. Selmes, Improving Study Skills (London: Hodder and Stoughton, 1987).
56 j. Hattie, J. Biggs and N. Purdie, "Effects of Learning Skills Interventions on Student
Learning: A Meta-Analysis," Review of Educational Research 66 [2] (1996): 99- 136.
57 A. Palinscar and A. Brown, "Reciprocal Teaching of Comprehension-Fostering and
Comprehension-Monitoring Activities," Cognition and Instruction 1 [2] (1984): 117 - 175.
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Research on the effectiveness of reciprocal teaching under both controlled
and realistic conditions has produced positive findings across a broad spectrum of
students from primary to university.58 It would appear that the knowledge of the
learning process and the conditions that affect it should be as much a part of the
curriculum as learning to read, write and compute. One could argue that students
should be gradually made aware of the relationship between cognitive style and
learning strategies and how to determine if learning is proceeding as planned and
what to do if it is not.

Teachers need, therefore, to avoid the notion of ’this is the way’ to learn.
On balance, it is plausible to suggest that the natural teaching style of an individual
teacher will be a reflection of his or her own cognitive style and not necessarily
match that of the student. Students need to be encouraged, to use whatever
learning strategies, seem right for them as individuals. As discussed earlier,
Riding and Watts indicated that where cognitive style matches the content and
presentation of material to be learnt, the individual is likely to find the task easier
than when there is a mismatch between cognitive style and learning design.59

It does seem plausible therefore to suggest that the learning strategy of
individuals are likely to be affected by an interaction between their cognitive style,
the way the instructional material is structured, its mode of presentation, and its
type of content. If readability of material as discussed in chapter one, is

58 C. J. Carter, "Why Reciprocal Teaching?" Educational Leadership 54 [6] (1997): 64 68.
59 Richard J. Riding and Michael Watts, "The Effect of Cognitive Style on the preferred
Format of Instructional Material," Educational Psychology 17 (1997): 179-183.
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manipulated by changing its structure or presentation, it poses the question as to
whether this manipulation of material increases comprehension and facilitates a
higher incidence of matching with individual cognitive styles? To address this
question it is necessary to examine different theories and approaches to instruction.
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Chapter III
The Role of Methodology in Teaching
Getting the student interested in what he is doing, in the capabilities
he is going to acquire, is a task that takes great skill and
persuasiveness by a person, usually a teacher, who represents the
adult world. 1

3.1 The Complexity of Teaching

Teaching is not the simple, straightforward activity people imagine it to be.
In fact, it ranks in the top quartile on complexity for all occupations.2 There are
many reasons for this complexity. In increasing ways teachers have daily
responsibility for diverse populations of students with varied and sometimes
contradictory needs. But perhaps most fundamentally, the complexity of teaching
derives from its decision-making nature. Teachers are constantly, making
decisions before and after instruction as well as on the spot. To be informed and
effective, these decisions should be based on a deep reservoir of knowledge and a
wide range of skills. As discussed in chapter two, data about cognitive style would
lead to a deeper reservoir of knowledge about individual students.

Therefore, one could postulate that knowledge about psychological
concepts and their application to educational settings has the potential to help one
become a better teacher. Whether or not, the potential is fulfilled depends on how
willing one is to maintain an open mind and a positive attitude. Not all practicing

1 Robert M. Liebert and Rita W. Poulos, Educational Psychology A Contemporary View.
(Del Mar, California: CRM Books, 1973), 184.
2 B. Rowan, "Comparing Teachers Work with other Work Occupations: Notes on the
Professional Status of Teaching," Educational Researcher 23 [6] (1994): 4 -17.
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teachers have a positive attitude when it comes to using psychological knowledge
in the classroom. Burch for example, quotes one teacher as saying that
’educational psychology and research are relatively useless because they rarely
examine learning in authentic classroom contexts.’3 As discussed earlier, it is
proposed to show that research in educational psychology offers many useful ideas
for improving classroom instruction4 and that criticisms like this can be rebutted.

Many factors affect the transfer of knowledge and the form that an idea
takes or whether or not it comes into existence at all. Some of these factors
include age, gender, race, ethnic background, prior knowledge, problem-solving
skills, and motivation (will be discussed at various stages within this paper). As
different factors come into play for different students and the same factors affect
students differently, two people can read the same passage or instruction and
construct entirely different interpretations of its meaning. This concept, known as
’Constructivism’, is so fundamental to human behaviour and learning that it will be
necessary to return to it at a later stage.

It is not surprising then, that some educators argue that teaching is an art
that cannot be practiced or even studied in an objective or scientific manner.5 For
example, Gilbert Highet argues in "The Art of Teaching" that successful teaching
must be considered an art because it involves two things that cannot be objectively

3 C.B. Burch, "Teachers vs. Professors: The University’s Side," Educational Leadership
51 [21 (1993): 68-76.
4 A.C. Porter and J. Brophy, "Synthesis of Research on Good Teaching: Insights from the
Work of the Institute for Research on Teaching," Educational Leadership 45 [8] (1988): 74 - 85.
5 D.J. Hinders, "Does the ’Art of Teaching’ have a Future?" Educational Leadership 46
[8] (1989): 16- 20.
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and systematically manipulated. These are emotions and values. In Highet’s
view:
Teaching is not like inducing a chemical reaction: it is more like
painting a picture or making a piece of music... You must throw
your heart into it, you must realise that it cannot all be done by
formulas, or you will spoil your work, and your pupils, and
yourself.6
Highet also believed that teaching is one of society’s most valuable and rewarding
activities, and that teaching must be done as well as possible every day, that it is
important to get the students excited about learning, and that there is no such thing
as an unteachable student. This belief is not only shared by the author but is the
pivot on which this research is based. Therefore, the ’art of teaching’ according to
Highet involves values, emotions,

and flexible-characteristics, which are

intangible qualities that teachers must find within.

Highet when he states that teaching cannot all be done by formulas would
appear to suggest, that teachers should be flexible. However, flexibility involves
the willingness and resourcefulness to work around impediments. Teaching does
not always occur under ideal circumstances; teachers must sometimes cope with
inadequate facilities, insufficient materials, interruptions and other difficulties. If
as Highet suggests the qualities of emotions and values are difficult if not
impossible to educate in others (teachers) does this then imply that unless one has
the natural ’art of teaching’ one cannot teach? David Berliner7 and Lee Shulman8

6 G. Highet, The Art of Teaching (New York: Vintage Books, 1957), viii.
7 D.C. Berliner, " In Pursuit of the Expert Pedagogue," Educational Researcher 15 [7]
(1986): 5- 13.
8 L.S. Shulman, "Those Who Understand: Knowledge Growth in Teaching," Educational
Researcher 15 [2] (1986): 4- 21.
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would argue from another perspective that ’teaching can be based on learned
techniques,’ they contend that it is possible to have a technical basis for the ’art of
teaching’ by drawing on established educational research findings.

They argue that both practising and prospective teachers can be taught the
prerequisites that make ’imaginative teaching ’ possible. Slavin, in addition
argued that working from a technical basis helps teachers avoid the pitfall of
subscribing to the latest fad.9 The basic tenant of this argument rests on the
existence of a usable body of research findings, which educational psychologists
believe exist.

Wang, Haertel and Walberg identify research, which validates instruction
practices that have been shown to improve achievement, lo Is it possible therefore,
at this point to postulate that good teachers combine both ’imaginative’ and
’technical’ characteristics7 Hatton and Smith11 would suggest that it is possible
and that this combination of ’imaginative’ and ’technical’ elements is known as
reflective teaching. They identify three important qualities necessary to become a
reflective teacher: introspection orientation, an open mind but questioning attitude
about educational theories and practices, and the willingness to take responsibility
for your decisions and actions. 12

9 R.E. Slavin, "PET and the Pendulum: Faddism in Education and How to Stop it," Phi
Delta Kappan 79 [10] (1989): 752 - 758.
~o M.C. Wang G.D. Haertel and H.J. Walberg, "Toward a Knowledge Base for School
Learning," Review of Educational Research 63 [3] (1993): 249 - 294.
1~ N. Hatton and D. Smith, "Reflection in Teacher Education: Towards Definition and
Implementation," Teaching and Teacher Education 11 [1] (1995): 33 - 49.
12 Ibid. 37 -39.
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These attributes then need to be combined with the ability to see a situation
from another point of view. Reflective teachers therefore, are constantly engaged
in monitoring and analysing their actions before, during and after exchanges with
their students in the classroom. This reflection process is likely to work well when
teachers have a command of a wide range of knowledge about the nature of their
students, the learning process and the instructional process, which will be
discussed later in the chapter.

In recent times the scope of the teachers’ role has been vastly expanded
beyond its original instructional core to include such functions as: parent surrogate,
friend and confidante, counsellor, adviser, representative of adult culture and
approved cultural values, and facilitator of personality development.13 It is not
within the scope of this paper to elaborate more fully on the above-mentioned
variables except for one personality development. This is for two reasons. Firstly
the research for this paper was carried out on forty-three first year students
entering the early stages of adolescence. Secondly, a teacher needs to be equally
aware of the emotions and values that adolescence students bring with them into
the classroom, teachers have to be prepared to make a special effort to allow this
development to influence their teaching style.

In our complex, industrialised society we keep the young in a subservient
role (i.e. still at school) long after they have reached physical maturity. The reason
would appear to be that there is just so much to learn, but this places heavy
potential strains upon the young themselves and upon teachers too. In less
13 D. P. Ausubel, J.D. Novak and H. Hanesian, Educational Psychology A cognitive View,
2nd ed. (New York: Holt Rinehart Winston, 1978), 501.
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complex communities than ours children learn by working alongside their parents,
and grow up with the knowledge of what it is like to be an adult and of the rights
and responsibilities that go with adult status. At some point in puberty adult status
is conferred upon them and from then on they are recognised as full members of
the community.~4 In advanced industrialised societies one recognises adolescence,
with all the storms and stresses that often accompany this period, as essentially a
cultural phenomenon, caused by society itself with its artificial methods of relating
to its young people.

The search for self-identity in adolescence is often accompanied by a great
deal of experimentation. Adolescents will often adopt role models of older people,
pop stars, teachers, and sports people whose life styles and values are deemed
worthy of imitation. Growth, change and development remain possible (and
desirable) throughout life, but adolescence marks the transition from the fluid
personality of the child to the more constant one of the adult. This developmental
stage is particularly associated with adolescence, which the author feels, is of
sufficient importance to warrant discussion in the following section.

3.2 The Characteristics of Early Adolescence

The transition from primary to secondary school can be a source of stress
during early adolescence. This is partly because of changes in their physical
development, social roles, cognitive development and sexuality. Owing to these
personal and environmental stresses, the self-concept, academic motivation and

14 C. Turnbull, The Human Cycle (London: Jonathan Cape, 1984).
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achievement levels often decline. These negative changes are due in part, to the
fact that the typical school environment does not meet the needs of developing
adolescents. ~ 5

Early adolescent development is characterised by an increased need for
autonomy, a focus on oneself, the importance of peer acceptance, concerns about
identity and the capacity for abstract thought. Therefore the typical secondary
school environment is largely incompatible with the needs of the young
adolescent. Instead of providing students with opportunities to make decisions
regarding classroom rules and seating arrangements teachers limit the choices
students can make about what, where, and how to do things. Competition and
social comparisons among students are increased as a result of such practices as
whole-class instruction, ability grouping, and public evaluation of one’s work.
Small group instruction is infrequent, and individualised instruction is extremely
difficult in classes of 15 and over. The combination of these factors can affect
some students by the end of first year and can lead to lower expectations for
academic success.

As mentioned previously, adolescents become capable of analysing both
their own view of an interpersonal relationship and that of the other person. This
new analytic ability is also turned inward, resulting in evaluations of their own
intellectual and social capabilities. A learning theorist called Bandura, created the
phrase ’self-efficacy’. It referred, to how capable people believed they were at

15 j.S. Eccles et al, "Development during Adolescence: The Impact of Stage Environment
Fit on young Adolescents’ Experiences in Schools and Families," American Psychologist 48 [2]
(1993): 90- 101.
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dealing with one type of task or another. A student therefore, may have a strong
sense of self-efficacy for interpersonal relationships ("I am good at making
friends.") but a low self-efficacy for mathematics ("I know I just can’t do these
algebraic equations.").16 These self-evaluative beliefs can influence what activities
students choose and for how long they will persist at a given task, particularly
when progress becomes difficult. Students with a low sense of self-efficacy, tend
to abandon tasks at the first sign of difficulty, thereby establishing a pattern of
failure, low expectations of future success, and task avoidance. This phenomenon
has been observed within the author’s own classroom setting.

Teachers in Junior Cycle in secondary schools are faced with several
developmental challenges. Consequently, in order to establish a supportive
classroom atmosphere in which students can meet their social, emotional and
cognitive needs, teachers have to be prepared to make a special effort to allow this
development to influence their teaching style. Richard Snow, who has written
extensively about individual differences in education and how to deal with them,
has summarised this challenge as follows:
Individual differences among students present a pervasive and
profound problem to educators. At the outset of instruction in any
topic, students of any age and of any culture will differ from one
another in various intellectual and psychomotor abilities and skills, in
both general and specialised prior knowledge, in interests and motives,
and in personal styles of thought and work during learning. These
differences, in turn, appear directly related to differences in the
17
students’ learning progress.

16 A. Bandura, "Perceived Self-Efficacy in Cognitive Development and Functioning,"
Educational Psychologist 28 [2] (1993): 117 - 148.
17 R.E. Snow, "Individual Differences and the Design of Educational Programs," American
Psychologist41 [10] (1986): 1029.
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The significance of these observations on variability is that although
teachers usually plan lessons, assignments and teaching techniques by taking into
account typical characteristics, they would also have to expect, and make
allowances for the cognitive differences among students. This variability among
students is one reason why teaching is both interesting and challenging. In the
next section it is proposed to look at some of the broad based characteristics that
distinguish one group of students from another for example, mental ability, and
learning/cognitive styles.

3.3 The Differences between Students

The origin of testing mental ability owes much to the work of Alfred Binet.
In 1904, the French Minister for Education commissioned Binet to develop an
accurate and objective way of distinguishing between children who could benefit
from normal classroom instruction and those who had special educational needs.
The point of the project was to predict the degree of academic success for the
student. Binet’s first scale measured such processes as memory, attention,
comprehension, discrimination and reasoning. A revision of Binet’s model by
Lewis Terman of Stanford University in 1916 became known as the Stanford-Binet
model, which became very popular. Its success was partly due to Terman
following the suggestion of a German psychologist William Stem, and expressing
a child’s level of performance as a global figure called an intelligence quotient

18 M.V. Seagoe,. Terman and the Gifted (Los Altos, CA: Kaufman, 1975).
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The reason for providing this brief history was to illustrate two points.
Firstly, the task that Binet was set nearly one hundred years ago, still influences
the form and function of contemporary intelligence tests. Intelligence test items
are still selected on the basis of their relationship to school success. Therefore, one
must be very careful about using them in order to predict job success, marital bliss,
or happiness in life. IQ tests were not designed for this purpose and on reflection it
may be better to consider calling them tests of school ability rather than IQ tests.

Secondly, Terman used IQ scores as a quantitative summary of a child’s
performance. Binet, worried that educators would use a summary score as an
excuse either to ignore or get rid of troublesome or uninterested students, never
endorsed this application. His intent was "to identify in order to help and improve,
not to label in order to limif’. 19 Current research indicates that cognitive abilities
measured by intelligence tests can be improved with systematic instruction;2°
therefore, intelligence test scores should not be viewed as absolute measures of
ability. Many individuals, parents in particular, fail to grasp this fact.

An IQ score therefore, is not permanent; it is merely an estimate of how
successful a child is in handling certain kinds of problems at a particular time on a
particular test as compared with other children of a similar age. While IQ tests are
designed to predict academic success, anything that enhances classroom
performance (such as a wider range of factual information, or more effective
learning strategies) is likely to have a positive effect on intelligence test

19 S. J. Gould, The Mismeasure of Man (New York: Norton, 1981): 152.
20 R.J. Sternberg, "Abilities are Forms of Developing Expertise," Educational Researcher
27 [3] (1998): 11 - 20.
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performance. Research on the stability of IQ scores shows that, although they do
not change significantly for most people, they can change for certain individuals
and they most dramatic changes occur in individuals who were first tested in preschool.E1

Traditional theories of intelligence, view intelligence as being composed of
a relatively small set of cognitive skill, their associated IQ tests relate best to
academic success that is used primarily to place children in special programmes.
Contemporary theorists such as Sternberg’s Triarchic Theory22 and Howard
Gardner’s Multiple Theory23 propose broader perspectives of intelligence that
would appear to have more useful applications for classroom instruction. It is
proposed to examine briefly both theories.

Sternberg believes, that research evidence supports the view that
intelligence has many facets, or dimensions, and that traditional mental ability tests
measure just a few of these facets.24 Sternberg’s Triarchic Theory of Intelligence
has, as its name suggests, three main parts: practical ability, creative ability, and
analytical ability (see Figure 3.1 page fifty-two). Sternberg’s work is a break with
tradition in two respects. Firstly, it includes an aspect of intelligence that has been
largely overlooked, how students/people use practical intelligence to adapt to their

21 N. Brody, Intelligence,

2nd

ed. (San Diego CA: Academic Press, 1992).

22 Robert Sternberg, Beyond IQ: A Triarchic Theory of Human Intelligence (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1985).
23 H. Gardner, Frames of Mind: The Theory of Multiple Intelligence (New York: Basic
Books, 1983).
24 Robert Sternberg, "Myths, Counter-myths, and Truths about Intelligence," Educational
Researcher 25 [2] (1996a): 11 - 16.
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environment. Secondly, Sternberg believes that each of these abilities can be
improved through instruction and that students learn best when all three are called
into play.25

Figure 3.1

Sternberg’s Triarchic Theory of Intelligence

Sternberg’s Intelligence Theory
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Adapted Source: R. J. Sternberg, M. Ferrai, P.Clinkenbeard, and E.L. Grigorenko, 1996.26

Where a mismatch occurs and the student cannot adapt to the standards of
the majority, the intelligent student will explore ways to make the standards of
others more consistent with his own standards and skills. An enterprising student
may try to convince the teacher, for example that short questions are better
measures of achievement than long ones and that class work should count as much

25 R. J. Sternberg, M. Ferrai, P.Clinkenbeard, and E.L. Grigorenko,"Identification,
Instruction, and Assessment of Gifted Children: A Construct Validation of a Triarchic Model,"
Gifted Child Quarterly 40 [3] (1996): 133.
26 R. J. Sterllberg, M. Ferrai, P.Clinkenbeard, and E.L. Grigorenko,"Identification,
Instruction, and Assessment of Gifted Children: A Construct Validation of a Triarchic Model,"
Gifted Child Quarterly 40 [3] (1996): 135.
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I

towards a grade as test scores. Sternberg’s basic point is that intelligence should
be viewed as a broad characteristic of individuals not only by how well they
answer a certain set of test questions, but also how well they function in different
settings.

In an evaluation of the Triarchic Model in 1996 with 225 high school
students, there were two very interesting findings. 27 The first finding showed, that
students who were taught and tested in a way that matched their abilities
performed significantly better than the students who were mismatched. The
second showed that most of the high analytic students were from white middle to
upper class families, whereas most of the high - creative and high - practical
groups were more racially, ethnically and socio-economically diverse. A similar
study in 1998, with third and eight graders showed on average that the third and
eight graders who had received triarchically based instruction outscored the two
control groups. 28

Gardner’s Multiple Intelligence Theory like Sternberg’s is broader than the
traditional conceptions and is often referred to as MI theory. It is different from
Sternberg’ s, however, in that it describes at least seven separate types of
intelligence.

Gardner describes the intelligences as logical-mathematical,

linguistic, musical, spatial, bodily kinaesthetic, interpersonal (understanding of

:7 R. J. Sternberg, M. Ferrai, P.Clinkenbeard, and E.L. Grigorenko, "Identification,
Instruction, and Assessment of Gifted Children: A Construct Validation of a Triarchic Model,"
Gifted Child Quarterly 40 [3] (1996): 129 - 137.
28 R.J. Sternberg, B. Torff, E. L. Grigorenko, "Teaching for Successful Intelligence raises
School Achievement," Phi Delta Kappan 79 [9] (1998): 667 - 671.
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others) and intrapersonal (understanding of self) see Figure 3.2 for a more detailed
explanation.

Figure 3.2

Gardner’s Seven Intelligences
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Gardner’s MI theory, while it is extremely popular is often misinterpreted.
Many people believe for example, that if a student has a strength in a particular
intelligence, he or she will excel at all tasks within that domain. This however,
need not necessarily be the case. For example, a student with a high level of
linguistic intelligence may be quite good at writing essays on various topics but be

29 H. Gardner and T. Hatch, "Multiple Intelligences go to School," Educational
Researcher 18 [8] (1989): 410.
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unable to produce a good poem. Thomas Hatch3° described how three children all
with a high level of interpersonal intelligence, used that ability in different ways
within the classroom. The first child was good at organising classroom activities,
the second was able to solve conflicts among his classmates better than anyone
else, and the third child was good at making friends with his peers but shied away
from leadership roles.

Gardner’s general recommendation for applying MI theory in the classroom
is essentially the same as Sternberg’s. He believes that teachers should use MI
theory as a framework for devising alternative ways to teach subject matter.
Checkley, believes that some children learn a subject best when it is presented in a
particular format or when it emphasises a particular type of ability or when it is
taught under different conditions.3~ This would concur with the findings of Riding
and Rayner, which was discussed in chapter II.

Lessons can be designed to include two or three intelligences. For example;
a high school algebra teacher combined kinesthetic and logical mathematical
abilities to teach a lesson on graphing. Instead of using in class paper and pencil
exercises, the teacher took the students outside to the school’s courtyard. Using
the large cement pavement squares as a grid and the grooves between the squares
as X and Y co-ordinates, she had the students stand at various junctures and plot
their own location.

3o T. Hatch, "Getting Specific about Multiple Intelligences," Educational Leadership 54
[6] (1997): 26- 29.
31 K. Checkley, "The First Seven ...... and the Eight: A Conversation with Howard
Gardner," Educational Leadership 55 [1] (1997): 8 - 13.
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Since, contemporary theories view intelligence as being made up of
modifiable cognitive skills, it poses a question as a new millennium begins, of the
use of technology to develop intelligence. Robert Sternberg states that,
’Technology can enable people to better develop their intelligence - no question
about it.’32 But, what kind of technology? There are a few possibilities
Multimedia, Hypertext, and Hypermedia such as a computerised encyclopaedia for
example, the Encyclopaedia Britannica. Hypermedia combines multimedia and
hypertext and allows the learner to explore facts, concepts or knowledge domains
and move around to different links or more appealing presentation formats.

According to Hilary McLellan, technology holds great promise in addressing
the multiple intelligences theory promoted by Gardner. For instance, electronic
role-play and Web based conferencing might promote students’ intrapersonal
intelligence by computer prompts, style checkers and journal aids.33 It would
appear that psychologists conceive intelligence as ’ability’ and that it is better to
have more of this ability than less of it. As discussed in chapter II this
characteristic is often referred to as cognitive style or learning style.

During the primary school years it becomes apparent that students approach
tasks in different ways. Some for example, are impulsive thinkers who tend to
react quickly when asked a question; other students are reflective thinkers who
prefer to mull over things before answering. Jerome Kagan, in the early sixties

32 R. J. Sternberg, "Technology Changes Intelligence: Societal Implications and Soaring
IQ’s," Technos 6 [2] (1997c): 13.
33 H. McLellan, "Being Digital: Implications for Education," Educational Technology
36{6] (1996a): 5- 20.
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was one of the first to investigate the cognitive style dimensions of reflectivity and
impulsivity.34 How could one use the awareness of cognitive styles to guide
instruction? This paper proposes to research not only, how one can use the
awareness of cognitive styles for instruction but also, if one can improve
achievement by manipulating instruction to suit cognitive styles. This will be dealt
with in more detail in chapter IV Methodology.

Technology can be used to strengthen different forms of intelligence.
Dickson3~ points out how visualising mathematical equations and statistics allows
visual learners to better understand the material and facilitates learners mobility
between different ways of representing information. Students are not left with
masses of data in written form; but rather they can see it displayed visually and
hear it. When this occurs, students are freer to process information in a way that is
consistent with their learning style.

Roy Clariana found that computer-assisted learning environments shifted
both early adolescent and adult learners toward preferring more active and
concrete learning experiences.36 The author proposes to introduce computer
assisted mathematical programs to help students consolidate mathematical sections
next year in her own classroom. Gender is another characteristic that influences
academic performance. As Myra and David Sadker point out:

34 H. Morgan, Cognitive Styles and classroom Learning (Westport, CT: Praeger, 1997).
35 W. P. Dickson, "Thought Provoking Software: Juxtaposing Symbol Systems,"
Educational Researcher 14 [5] (1985): 30- 38.
36 R. B. Clariana, "Considering Learning Style in Computer - Assisted Learning," British
Journal of Educational Technology 28 [1] (1997): 66 - 68.
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Sitting in the same classroom, reading the same textbook, listening to
the same teacher, boys and girls receive very different educations.37
Why do these differences exit? No one knows for sure although hormonal
differences and socialisation differences are all thought to play a role. Despite,
increased awareness of how society reinforces gender role stereotyping and
measures taken to ensure greater gender equity, girls and boys continue to receive
from a variety of sources different messages and incentives about what is
appropriate behaviour. Some gender differences are first noticeable at certain
grade levels. However, there are no gender differences in mathematical problem
solving ability among primary school and early secondary school students but this
would appear to change as the student’s progress towards the senior cycle.

In a recent study, the Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA), developed by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), Ireland ranked 15th out of twenty-seven OECD countries
on the mathematical literacy assessment. 38 The study involving fifteen year olds
showed that the score of Irish students at the national l0th percentile were
significantly higher than the OECD country average score at that marker, Ireland
ranked 14th. However, Ireland ranked 20th, indicating a poor performance by
higher-achieving students at the 90th percentile which was below the
corresponding OECD country average. The study also showed that male students
performed significantly better than female students (by about one-sixth of a

37 M.P. Sadker and D.M. Sadker, Failing at Fairness: How America’s Schools Cheat Girls
(New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1994), 1.
38 G. Shiel, J. Cosgrove, N. Sofroniou, and A. Kelly, Ready for Life? The Literacy
Achievements of lrish 15-Year Olds with Comparative International Data (Dublin: Educational
Research Centre, 2001), viii - 1.
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standard deviation) on assessment of mathematical literacy.39

Are gender

differences the result of social pressures to participate in some activities and not in
others, or are socialisation patterns the result of biological differences, or do both
factors play a role? There is no definitive answer; one simply does not know as
yet. However, what is true in general is not true of all individuals and as Sternberg
and Gardner have argued, virtually all-cognitive skills can be improved to some
degree with the aid of well-designed instruction. Therefore, if the goal of teaching
is to help students acquire and use a variety of knowledge and skills, what better
way to achieve this than to examine the techniques and approaches already
established. The following section will briefly explore The Behavioural,
Cognitive and Social instructional approaches and techniques to teaching.

3.4 The Theory of Instructional Approaches.

Instructional planning should always begin with a description of what the
teacher desires the student to know and be able to do after the instructional unit is
completed. Mager emphasised the importance of objectives by pointing out that
If you don’t know where you’re going, the best maps won’t help
you get there .... Without a way to communicate your
instructional objectives to others:
¯ You wouldn’t be able to decide which instructional
content and procedures would help you to accomplish
your objectives.
¯ You wouldn’t be able to create measuring instruments
(tests) that tell you whether your students had become
competent enough to move on.
¯ And your students wouldn’t be able to decide for
themselves when to stop practicing.4°

39 Ibid. viii.
40 R. F, Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives,3rd ed. (Atlanta, GA: Centre for
Effective Performance, 1997), vi.
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Mager’s proposals for specific objectives were widely accepted at first, but in time
it became apparent that the very specific kinds of objectives Mager recommended
were most useful in situations where students were asked to acquire knowledge of
factual information or to learn simple skills.

For some objectives and students a teacher may wish to use a highly
structured approach, which would be consistent with the principles of behavioural
and social learning theories. For other objectives the focus may be on helping the
students to develop more effective learning and problem solving skills, which
would be consistent with the principles of the cognitive approach to teaching.
Norman Gronlund concluded that a general type of objective was more appropriate
for complex and advanced learning. 41

The behavioural approach to teaching views learning as a means to
acquiring new behaviours, and new behaviours are learned because of the role
played by external stimuli. In other words, the behavioural approach involves
arranging and implementing conditions, which will make it highly likely that a
certain response will occur when presented with a certain stimulus; for example, a
student will accurately use the correct mathematical formula when faced with an
algebraic problem. This form of teaching is oiten referred to as direct instruction
or explicit teaching.

The underlying philosophy of direct instruction is that if the student has not
learned, the teacher has not effectively taught. This approach keeps students

41 N. E. Gronlund, How to Write and Use Instructional Objective, 5th ed. (Englewoods
Cliffs, N J: Merrill 1995).
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consistently engaged in learning basic skills and knowledge through the design of
effective lessons, corrective feedback, and opportunities for practice. It is
frequently used in the teaching of basic skills for example, in reading,
mathematical computations, science, and foreign language vocabulary at primary
school level. The goal of direct instruction is to have students master basic skills
because students who have learned the wrong information require more time and
effort to relearn new concepts.

How effective is direct instruction? Adams and Engelmann conducted a
review of thirty-seven studies of direct instruction and reported strong effects.42
On average, direct instruction students scored at the 81~t percentile on an end of
unit exam whereas conventionally taught peers scored at the 50th percentile.
Positive effects have also been found for teaching reading comprehension and
writing strategies to students with learning disabilities43 and phonemic awareness44
skills to young children.

The focus of cognitive learning theories is the mind and how it works.
Therefore, the cognitive approach concentrates on the mental processes that
increase our knowledge and allow us to understand and respond to a question or
problem. It is proposed to look at two approaches that are based on different
aspects of cognitive theory: information processing and constructivism. The

42 G. Adams and S. Engelmann, Research on Direct Instruction: 25 Years Beyond
DISTAR (Seattle, WA: Educational Achievement Systems, 1996).
43 M.M. Gleason, "Using Direct instruction to Integrate Reading and Writing for Students
with Learning Disabilities," Reading and Writing Quarterly 11 [1] (1995): 91 - 108.
44 j. E. Spector, "Phonemic Awareness Training: Application of Principles of Direct
Instruction," Reading and Writing Quarterly 11 [1] (1995): 37 - 51.
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information processing approach to teaching looks at conditions that help students
transfer information from, for example, a text or lecture to the mind.
Constructivism focuses on providing students with opportunities to create their
own meaningful view of reality.

Information processing therefore, focuses on how individuals change the
form and organisational properties of information and integrate that information
into an existing body of knowledge. It also examines how information is stored,
retrieved and used to solve problems. Research into this field supports the view
that learning occurs:
As information passes through a series of mental storehouses that
vary in the way information is stored and for how long.
That learning occurs slowly but surely because there is a limit to
how much information can be processed at any one time.
Prior knowledge has a strong influence over what we learn.
That it is possible for the individual to have control over the
cognitive processes that result in learning.45
This approach has two main parts. The first part of the information processing
approach has much in common with the behavioural approach, in that the design
of lessons and teaching behaviours make the most of what is known about the
learning process.

Both the behavioural and cognitive approaches therefore,

manipulate the structure of the classroom environment to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of learning. The second part makes students aware of

45 M. Pressley and V. Woloshyn, Cognitive Strategy Instruction that Really Improves
Children’s Strategy Instruction, 2no ed. (Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books, 1995).
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how they learn and how they can use those processes to improve classroom
performance. The latter is what makes the information processing exceptional.

One of the implications of the information processing approach to
instruction is to use attention getting devices since information not attended to will
not be learned. Research in cognitive style has found that students learn and recall
more information when it is presented in an organised format and meaningful
context.46

These findings would concur with those of Riding and Rayner in

chapter II. Teachers have to beware of assigning too much information for
students to learn. The new ideas students can learn (as discussed earlier) in any
one time is limited, and students need time and repeated exposure to new ideas in
order to analyse, understand, and integrate them into existing knowledge schemes.
Information therefore, should be presented in small chunks. This is the same as
one of the recommendations for direct instruction. By monitoring the accuracy of
the students’ responses the teacher would be able to gauge the time to introduce
new ideas and concepts.

The basic tenet therefore, of the information processing approach is that if
a teacher believes that how students process information plays a major role in how
well they learn information, then the teacher should demonstrate how to analyse a
task, formulate a learning plan, and use a variety of learning tactics (such as
mnemonics, summarising, note taking), monitor these tactics and make changes
when the results are unsatisfactory. In order to be able to do this, a teacher must
foster metacognitive skills as discussed in chapter II.
46 j. S. Bruner, In Search of Mind: Essays in Autobiography (New York: Harper and Row,
1983), 183.
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In a constructivist approach to learning the teacher provides a set of
conditions that will lead the students to construct a view of reality that will make
sense to them. Constructivist explanations of learning are not new: notable
psychologist such as; John Dewey, Jean Piaget, Lev Vygotsky and Jerome Bruner
have promoted them. Jerome Bruner in the 1960s proposed the concept of
discovery learning.47 Constructivism emphasised an alternative approach to
classroom instruction particularly in the areas of mathematics and science. Bruner
believed that teachers should confront children with problems and help them seek
solutions either independently or by engaging in-group discussion. Bruner
believed that true learning involved ’figuring out how to use what you already
know to go beyond what you already think,’ .48

Like Piaget, Bruner argued that conceptions that students arrive at on their
own are usually more meaningful than those proposed by others and that students
do not need to be rewarded when they seek to make sense of things that puzzle
them. Bruner also maintained, that when students are given sufficient amount of
practice in finding solutions to problems, they not only develop problem solving
skills but also acquire confidence in their own learning abilities. In other words
they learn how to learn. Bruner does not suggest that students should discover
every fact or principle or formula they need to know through discovery learning,
as it would be too inefficient a process. Learning from others can be as
meaningful as personal discovery.

47 j. S. Bruner, The Process of Education (New York: Vintage Books, 1960).
48 j. S. Bnmer, In Search of Mind: Essays in Autobiography (New York: Harper and Row,
1983), 183.
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Contemporary constructivism has several variations but two of the main
approaches are cognitive constructivism and social constructivism. The basic
characteristics of cognitive constructivism are that the existing knowledge
schemes are modified by the addition (assimilation) of new ideas that are judged to
be linked. New knowledge schemes and operations are created (accommodation)
to adapt to ideas and procedures that are inconsistent with existing schemes.49
Assimilation and accommodation are assumed to be innate and the instructional
implication is that the teacher can challenge the students’ current conceptions by
presenting new ideas that do not quite fit. The emphasis is on constructing
personal meaning; students can work individually or together to create new and
more effective schemes. Cognitive constructivism therefore, is an outgrowth of
Piaget’s ideas because it focuses on the cognitive processes that take place within
the individuals.

Social Constructivism has its roots in the writings of such individuals as
psychologist Lev Vygotsky and educational philosopher John Dewey. It holds
that meaningful learning occurs when students are explicitly taught how to use the
psychological tools of their culture. These tools would include for example,
language, mathematics, diagrams, and approaches to problem solving. Learning
initially occurs in the presence of and is influenced by more knowledgeable others,
for example the teacher. The teacher helps the student through scaffold instruction
to construct ideas using realistic open-ended tasks.~° The knowledge and skill

49 D. J. Cunningham, "In Defence of Extremism," Educational Psychology 31 [9] (1996):
26 - 27.
50 L. R. Roehler and D. J. Cantlon, Scaffolding: A Powerful Tool in Social Constructivism
Classrooms, in Scaffolding Student Learning: Instructional Approaches and Issues, eds. K. Hogan
and M. Pressley (Cambridge, MA: Brookline Books, 1997).
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acquired are connected to existing schemes and are internalised, allowing the
student to become more self-regulated and independent.

The purpose of scaffolding is to help students acquire knowledge and skills
that they would not have learnt on their own. As the student demonstrates that
they can solve a question, the learning aids (prompts, suggestions, rewards,
feedback, and rules for helping students organise and understand their ideas) are
faded and removed. Scaffolding techniques are likely to help students traverse
what Vygotsky referred to as their zone of proximal development (the difference
between what a student can do on his own versus what can be accomplished with
some assistance).51 As students approach the upper limit of their zone of proximal
development their behaviour becomes smoother, more internalised and more
automatic. Any assistance offered at this level is likely to be perceived as
disruptive and irritating. 52

Unlike Piaget, who believed that student’s schemes developed more
quickly when they interacted with one another than when they interacted with
adults, Vygotsky believed that students gain significantly from knowledge and
conceptual tools handed down to them by those who are more intellectually
advanced, by peers, older children or adults.53 It is important at this stage to put
all of the approaches discussed into perspective and to realise that no one theory

5~ Y.V. Karpov and J. D. Bransford, "L.S. Vygotsky and the Doctrine of Empirical and
Theoretical Learning," Educational Psychologist, 30 [2] (1995): 61 - 66.
52 W. Crain, Theories of Development. Concepts and Applications, 3rd ed. (Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1992), 97 - 99.
53 Ibid. 97 - 99.
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will provide the right way to learn. Students will construct their own
interpretations of things regardless of whether or not you teach from a behavioural
or constructivist perspective. You can provide students with a clear description of
what you want them to learn, provide expert scaffolding instruction, and provide
realistic tasks to which students can relate, and still find some students who have
developed a very different idea of the purpose of the lesson.

The teacher therefore, needs to know which theory or approach best fits
which purposes and circumstances. Sometimes memorisation of factual
information is essential, and sometimes an instructional objective can be
accomplished more efficiently with a clear and well-organised lecture.54
Knowledge of cognitive style therefore, should be of value to a teacher in helping
them assess which theories are best used in particular circumstances. The
following methodology chapter examines the methods used in assessing cognitive
style, memory and reasoning and the approaches chosen for research purposes.

54 p. W. Airasian and M. E. Walsh, "Constructivist Cautions," Phi Delta Kappan 78 [6]
(1997): 444 - 449.
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Chapter IV
Methodology
The great danger today is of slogans, collective opinions, and ready
to made trends of thought. We have to be able to resist individually,
to criticise, and to distinguish between what is proven and what is
not. So we need pupils who are active, who learn early to find out
by themselves, partly by their own spontaneous activity and partly
through material we set up for them; who learn early to tell what is
verifiable and what is simply the first idea to come to them. 1

4.1 Approaches to Educational Research

While it is possible to carry out a worthwhile investigation without having
a detailed knowledge of the various approaches to or styles of educational
research, a study of different approaches will give insight into the different ways of
planning an investigation and enhance one’s understanding of the literature.
Different styles, traditions or approaches use different methods of collecting data,
but no approach prescribes nor automatically rejects any particular method.
Quantitative researchers collect facts, which they measure, using scientific
techniques that are likely to produce quantified and if possible, generalised
conclusions.

Researchers adopting a qualitative perspective are more concerned to
understand individual’s perceptions of the world. They seek insight rather than
statistical analysis. They doubt whether or not social facts exist and question
whether or not a scientific approach can be used when dealing with human beings.

i Robert M. Liebert and Rita W. Poulos, Educational Psychology A Contemporary View
(Del Mar. California: CRM Books, 1973), 310.
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However, there are occasions when qualitative researchers draw on quantitative
techniques and vice versa. Classifying an approach as quantitative or qualitative,
ethnographic, survey, action research or whatever, does not mean that once an
approach has been selected, the researcher may not move from the methods
normally associated with that style. Each approach has its strengths and
weaknesses and each is particularly suitable for a particular context. The approach
adopted and the methods of data collected will depend on the nature of the inquiry
and the type of information required. The aim of this research paper was to
develop an understanding of some of the factors that affect the academic
performance of school students. This paper will consider the nature of cognitive
style, and its relationship to general ability, mode of presentation, and teaching
methodologies and school performance.

The action research method with the ’Teacher as Researcher’ was the
method chosen for this research paper. The essentially practical, problem-solving
nature of action research made this approach attractive to the researcher who
having identified a problem of under achievement during the course of her work,
saw the merit in investigating it and if possible, of improving practice. There are
many definitions of action research however; Cohen and Manion describe it as:
Essentially an on-the-spot procedure designed to deal with a concrete
problem located in an immediate situation. This means that the stepby-step process is constantly monitored (ideally, that is) over varying
periods of time and by a variety of mechanisms so that the ensuing
feedback may be translated into modifications, adjustments,
directional changes, redefinitions, as necessary, so as to bring about
lasting benefit to the ongoing process itself.2

2 L. Cohen and L. Manion, Research Methods in Education, 4th ed. (London: Routledge,
1994), 192.
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An important feature of action research is that the task is not finished when the
project ends. The researcher can continue to review, evaluate and improve
practice.

Brown and McIntrye, who described an action research model for
curriculum innovation in Scottish schools, emphasised the on-going nature of the
method. They wrote:
The research questions arise from analysis of the problems of the
practitioners in the situation and the immediate aim then becomes that
of understanding those problems. The researcher, at an early stage,
formulates speculative, tentative, general principles in relation to the
problems that have been identified, from these principles; hypotheses
may then be generated about what action is likely to lead to the desired
improvements in practice. Such action will then be tried out and data
on its effects collected, these data are used to revise earlier hypotheses
and identify more appropriate action that reflects a modification of the
general principles .... and so on as we move towards a greater
understanding and improvement of practice. This implies a continuous
process of research and the worth of the work is judged by the
understanding of, and desirable change in, the practice that is achieved.3
There is nothing new about teachers operating as researchers, and Cope

and

Gray,4

and Raven and Parker5 in 1981 extensively discuss the ’teacher as researcher’
model. Action research is not, of course, limited to projects carried out by teachers
in an educational setting. It is appropriate in any context when ’specific
knowledge is required for a specific problem in a specific situation, or when a new
approach is to be grafted on to an existing system’ .6

3 S. Brown and D. Mclntrye, "An Action -Research Approach to Innovation in Centralised
Educational Systems," European Journal of Science Education 3 [3] (1981): 245.
4 E. Cope and J. Gray, "Teachers as Researchers: some Experience of an Alternative
Paradigm," British Educational Research Journal 5 [2] (1979): 237 - 251.
s M. Raven and F. Parker, "Research in Education and the In-Service Student," British
Journal of the In-Service Education 8 [1] Autumn (1981): 42 - 44.
6 L. Cohen and L. Manion, Research Methods in Education, 4th ed. (London: Roufledge,
1994), 194.
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Action research needs to be planned in the same systematic way as any
other type of research, and the methods selected for gathering information will
depend on the nature of the information required. Action research is not a method
or technique but rather an approach, which has proved to be particularly attractive
to educators because of its practical, problem-solving emphasis, because
practitioners carry out the research and because the research is directed towards
greater understanding and improvement of practice over a period of time.

4.2 The Assessment of Cognitive Style

In teaching students there is often the assumption that all pupils learn in a
similar manner. This approach ignores the effect of cognitive style difference. In
practice there is a considerable range of cognitive styles, which affects the ways in,
which a student finds it easiest to learn. In this research paper the nature of two
fundamental cognitive styles and their relationship to aspects of school learning
will be examined. As discussed in chapter II an individual’s cognitive style affects
the manner in which information is habitually processed during learning and
thinking. Individuals vary along a continuum from one extreme to the other. A
cognitive style is different from intelligence in that an individual at one end of the
continuum will be good at some tasks and poor at others, while for an individual at
the other extreme the situation will be the reverse.7

Two fundamental dimensions of cognitive style will be examined that of
the verbal-imagery style of the representation of information during thinking and

7 R. J. Riding and V. A. Dyer, "The Nature of Learning Styles and Their Relationship to
Cognitive Performance in Children," Educational Psychology 3 (1983b): 275 - 287.
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the Wholist-analytic mode of processing information. It should be noted that the
position of an individual on one dimension of cognitive style does not effect their
position on the other. For example, a person may be an imager and a wholist, and
another an imager and an analytic, or another may be a verbaliser and a wholist,
while someone else may be a verbaliser and analytic. The two dimensions will
briefly be described in turn.

The first dimension of verbal-imagery cognitive style consists of people
who are imagers and verbalisers. Basically, when people who are imagers read,
listen to or consider information, they experience fluent, spontaneous and frequent
mental pictures. By contrast, individuals who are verbalisers read, listen to or
consider information in words. The verbal-imagery mode of representation is a
continuum with individuals placed along it; individuals in the middle tend to use
either mode of representation.8 The assessment of an individuals’ verbal-imagery
cognitive style poses the problem that it is not usually externally obvious (it cannot
be seen by looking at them).

Furthermore, since the only style that the individual

is familiar with is their own, it is not easy for them to discover their style by
introspection. It is, therefore, necessary to devise an indirect method.

Riding and Taylor first proposed the elements of the method of determining
verbal-imagery cognitive style in 1976.9 These were incorporated into a computer

8 R. J. Riding and V. A. Dyer, "The Nature of Learning Styles and Their Relationship to
Cognitive Performance in Children," Educational Psychology 3 (1983b): 275 - 287.
9 R. J. Riding and E. M. Taylor, "Imagery Performance and Prose Comprehension in 7
year Old Children," Educational Studies 2 (1976): 21 - 27.
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presented assessment by Riding et al in 1989, ~0 and were further refined into
Cognitive Styles Analysis by Riding in 1991, to provide an easily administered and
short test of verbal-imagery style for use in education and training.~1 This
computer-presented test assesses both the verbal-imagery and the wholist-analytic
dimensions of cognitive style. It contains three sub-sets.

The first assesses the verbal-imagery dimension by presenting statements
one at a time to be judged true or false. Half of the statements contained
information about conceptual categories while the rest described the appearance of
items. Half of he statements of each type were true and the rest false. It was
assumed that imagers would respond more quickly to the appearance statements,
because the objects could be easily represented as mental pictures and the
information for the comparison could be obtained directly and rapidly from these
images. In the case of conceptual category items, it was assumed that verbalisers
would have a shorter response time because the semantic conceptual category
membership is verbally abstract in nature and cannot be represented in visual form.
The computer records the response time to each statement and calculates the
verbal-imagery ratio. A ratio of less than one corresponds to a verbaliser and a
ration of more than one to an imager. It should be noted that in this approach
individuals have to read both verbal and the imagery items so that it is not a test of
reading ability or of reading speed.

~o R.J. Riding, C. E. Buckle, S. Thompson, and E. Hagger, "The Computer Determination
of Learning Styles as an Aid to Individualised Computer-Based Training," Educational and
Training Technology International 26 (1989): 393 - 398.
11 R. J. Riding, Cognitive Styles Analysis (Birmingham: Learning and Training
Technology, 1991).
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The second dimension of wholist-analytic cognitive style is often referred
to as field dependence-independence, and it can be known by a variety of other
names. Knowledge of this style has its origins in wartime research on the
performance of aircraft pilots. In the 1940s Witkin, and his co-workers studied the
perception of the vertical in connection with the flying of aircraft. They observed
that some individuals were more affected by the surrounding cues than others, in
that when objects around them were tilted some found it more difficult to decide
which direction was vertical. Witkin, labelled those who were influenced by a
tilted surrounding field as ’field dependent’ and those who were less so as ’field
independent’. 12 Subsequent work showed that this style was also linked to
cognitive performance, and it is felt that for education and training it is more
meaningful to use the term ’wholist’ rather than ’field-dependent’ since the
individual views the learning material in wholes, and ’analytic’ rather than ’fieldindependent’ because for the individual parts of the information are separated
out.

13

The assessment of the wholist-analytic style known as field dependenceindependence in the past has been assessed by means of an Embedded Figures
Test,14 in pencil and paper format, in which a simple geometrical shape, which is
embedded in a more complex pattern, had to be located. The score is the number
correct within a given time. This approach however, has limitations, particularly

12 H.A. Witkin, C. A. Moore, D. R. Goodenough and P.W. Cox, "Field-Dependent and
Field-Independent Cognitive Styles and Their Educational Implications," Review of Educational
Research 47 (1977): 1 - 64.
13 Ibid. 47 - 59.
14 H.A. Witkin, Psychological Differentiations, Studies of Development (New York:
Wiley, 1962).
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in that it only positively assesses field-independence. Furthermore, it does not
allow the timing of individual items so that, if a subject spends an atypical amount
of time on certain items either through being distracted or finding it unusually
difficult, that time is added to the total, so that the final score may be reduced by a
relatively large amount due to slowness on one or two items. The Cognitive Styles
Analysis developed by Riding overcame these problems in its wholist-analytic
section.

The second two subtests in the Cognitive Style Analysis suite assess the
wholist-analytic dimension. The first of these presents items containing pairs of
complex geometrical figures which the subject is required to judge either the same
or different. Since the task involves judgements about the overall similarity of the
two figures, it was assumed by Riding15 that a relatively fast response to this task
would be possible by wholists. The second presents items comprising a single
geometrical shape (e.g. a square [] or a triangle A) and a complex geometrical
figure, the subject is then asked to indicate whether or not the simple shape is
contained within the complex one by pressing one of the two response keys.

This task requires a degree of disembedding of the simple shape within the
complex geometrical figure in order to establish that it is the same as the stimulus
simple shape displayed. It was assumed that analytics would be relatively quicker
at this. The computer records the latency of the responses and from this calculates
the wholist-analytic ratio. A ratio of less than one corresponds to a wholist and a

15 R. J. Riding, Cognitive Styles Analysis (Birmingham: Learning and Training
Technology, 1991).
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ratio of more than one to analytic. The cognitive style analysis test differs from the
traditional method of assessing field dependence - independence (e.g. by using the
embedded figures test) in three distinctive ways. Firstly, by using a computer
presentation, it allows a more sensitive timing of the task at hand.

Secondly, it compares a person’s relative performance on the two halves of
the continuum (Verbal-Imagery and Wholist-Analytic cognitive style). Thirdly, it
positively measures the wholist tendency and does not simply assume that if a
person does poorly on a disembedding task that they are field-dependent. This
third point was seen to overcome a major objection to the notion of fieldindependence being a learning style raised by those who have argued that since
generally field-independents are superior to field-dependants, it was simply a
correlate of intelligence or general ability.

In considering psychological assessments the most important feature of a
test is its construct validity and reliability. If there is no evidence that it assesses
what it purports to measure then it is of no use. There is now considerable
evidence for the validity of the cognitive styles analysis (CSA) programme and
Riding and Rayner have reviewed this in 1998.16 The CSA programme was used
to assess the students in this research as it provided a simple, quick and convenient
means of assessing an individual’s position on the two fundamental cognitive style
dimensions.

16 R. J.Riding and S. Rayner, Cognitive Styles and Learning Strategies (London: David
Fulton, 1998).
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4.3 The Assessment of General Ability

The LASS (Lucid Assessment System for Schools) Secondary is a fully
computerised multifunctional assessment system that can be used with students in
the age range from eleven years to fifteen years and eleven months. The full suite
of eight computerised modules is delivered to the student in the form of games,
without the need for individual supervision, and scores the results immediately.
The tasks are challenging and enjoyable and are presented with colourful cartoonstyle graphics and high quality digitised sound.~7 Most of the modules are
adaptive tests, which means that the computer automatically adjusts the difficulty
of the items to suite the ability level of the student. This prevents the students
becoming bored by items, which are too easy or frustrated by items that are too
difficult. It enables teachers to obtain:
¯

A reasonable assessment of a student’s general ability/intelligence.

¯

Measure discrepancies between actual literacy attainment and expected
literacy attainment based on intelligence.

¯

Identify underlying problems in memory or phonological processing skills
that could be the cause of under performance

¯

Identification of special learning difficulties and dyslexia

¯

Assess improvements in memory, phonological and phonic decoding skills
brought about by appropriate training or intervention.

The eight tests in the LASS Secondary have been standardised so that
teachers using the system can establish where any given student falls on any one of
the components of the suite, in relation to the population norms. This means that

17 j. K. Home, C. H. Singleton and K.V. Thomas, Lass Secondary Assessment System
(Beverley, East Yorkshire: Lucid Creative Limited, 1999).
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direct and meaningful comparisons can be made between the individual tests that a
student takes. The initial standardisation of LASS Secondary was carried out in
1998, using a representative sample of 505 students (300 boys and 205 girls)
attending 14 schools in different parts of the United Kingdom. The age range was
eleven years to fifteen years eleven months. The mean age was thirteen years two
months (standard deviation was 14.3 months).
Figure 4.1 Composition of the LASS Secondary Suite of Tests. ~8
TEST
CATEGORY
TYPE
DESCRIPTION
Cloze Reading - completing sentences
Sentence
Attainment
Adaptive
by identifying the missing word from
Reading
a choice of five alternatives. No
spoken assistance is given
Reading individual words out of
Single
Attainment
Progressive
context - identifying from a choice of
Word
five alternatives the printed word that
Reading
corresponds to a spoken word.
Spelling individual real words that are
Spelling
Attainment
Adaptive
spoken by the computer.
Non-verbal intelligence - analogical
Reasoning Ability
Adaptive
reasoning where the correct item from
a choice of six alternatives has to be
selected in order to complete a spatial
matrix
Auditory sequential memory (digit
Progressive
span) - recall of between two and nine
Diagnostic
Mobile
digits in correct (forwards) sequential
order
Visual memory - immediate recall of
Progressive
objects and their spatial positions,
Diagnostic
Cave
beginning with two items and
progressing to seven items
Reading individual non-words- a
Progressive
pure measure of phonic decoding
Nonwords Diagnostic
skills. For each non-word there is a
choice of four spoken alternatives.
Phonological processing ability Progressive
segmentation and deletion of syllables
Diagnostic
Segments
and phonemes in real words. For each
item there is a choice from four
spoken alternatives.

18 j. Home, C. Singleton and K. Thomas, LASS Secondary Teachers Manual,
(Beverley, East Yorkshire: Lucid Creative Limited, 2001), 8.
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The LASS Secondary software conforms to the British Psychological
Society’s guidelines for the development and use of computer-based
assessments.~9 The LASS secondary suite is comprised of three attainment tests
(single word reading, sentence reading and spelling), one ability test (reasoning)
and four diagnostic tests (auditory memory, visual memory, phonic skills and
phonological processing). An outline of each test is given on page seventy-eight
Figure 4.1. The term ’adaptive testing’ refers to any technique that modifies the
nature of the test in response to the performance of the test taker. Paper based tests
are static instruments, fixed in their item content, item order, and duration. By
contrast, computer based assessment can be dynamic. Since the computer can
score performance at the same time as item presentation, it can modify the test
accordingly, tailoring it to the capabilities of the individual taking the test much
more effectively than has ever been possible before.

Conventional tests can be crude instruments in which, much of the time,
the individual’s abilities are not being assessed with great precision because items
are either too difficult or too easy. In an adaptive test the individual can be moved
swiftly to that zone of the test that will most efficiently discriminate his or her
capabilities, thereby making the assessment shorter, more reliable, more efficient
and often more acceptable to the person being tested. For example, Olsen2°
school achievement and

compared paper-based and computer administered
assessment tests with computerised adaptive tests.

The computer based non-

19 British Psychological Society, Guidelines for the development and Use of Computer
based Assessments (Leicester: British Psychological Society, 1999).
20 J.B. Olsen, "Applying computerised Adaptive Testing in Schools," Measurement and
Evaluation in Counselling and Development 23 (1990): 31 -38.
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adaptive version took 50 - 75% of the time taken to administer the conventional
version, while the adaptive version was only 25% of the time taken for the paperbased version.

Many students tend to have a greater strength in visual, auditory or tactile
cognitive areas and this influences their preferred way of learning. The student
who has dyslexic problems will tend to have a very uneven profile, with some
cognitive areas in the low centiles and others high. Looking at the whole profile
will provide evidence of the areas that need attention and at the same time indicate
where the strengths are, so that one can use those strengths to mitigate or remediate
the problem learning areas.

Although, the full suite of tests were given to each student, for the purpose
of this study the researcher was mainly concerned with three of the tests reasoning
(ability), Auditory Memory (Mobile, diagnostic), and Visual Memory (Cave,
diagnostic). The purpose of the reasoning module is to give the assessor a
reasonable estimate of the student’s general intellectual ability or intelligence.
This is a matrix test, in which both visual and verbal reasoning strategies may be
employed. There is good evidence that such matrix reasoning tests correlates well
with more extensive measures of intelligence and therefore provides a good overall
indicator of general intellectual ability.21

The ’cave’ is a test of visual memory, involving spatial and temporal
sequences. However, since the stimulus items for the ’cave’ can be encoded by

21 J.A. Nagliere, Matrix Analogies Test (MAT) (New York: Psychological Corporation,
1985).
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use of verbal labels, the part played by verbal memory skills in this task is
potentially as great as that played by visual memory. Although auditory-verbal
memory is usually regarded as being the greatest significance where literacy skills
are concerned, there is good evidence that visual memory tasks can also give good
indications of dyslexia and literacy difficulties.22

Visual memory also comes into

play when retrieving visual sequences of letters in the correct order, hence, its
importance in mathematics especially when dealing with algebraic sequences.
Therefore, it is important for the teacher to know whether or not student’s visual
memory skills are weak or strong, as it will have implications for teaching
recommendations.

The ’mobile is a test of auditory-verbal sequential short-term memory,
based on the recall of digits. Students with dyslexia and specific learning
difficulties experience problems with the recall of digits, and digit span is a feature
of the majority of assessment batteries used for the diagnosis of dyslexia.23 LASS
Secondary correlates highly with traditional forms (digit span is normally a spoken
test), such as those used in the Wechsler Intelligence Tests and the British Ability
Scales, and is therefore considered a valid measure of auditory-memory.

Short-term auditory-verbal memory is sometimes called ’working memory’
because it is the system, which is used when information needs to be held for a
brief period of time, while it is being processed. Working memory however, has a

22 j. R. Beech, Assessment of Memory and Reading, in The Psychological Assessment of
Reading, eds. J. Beech and C. H. Singleton (London: Routledge, 1997), 143 - 159.
23 R. Reason, "Effective Academic Interventions in the United Kingdom: Does the
’Specific’ in Specific Learning Difficulties [disabilities] Now Make a Difference to the Way we
Teach," Educational and Child Psychology 15 (1998): 71 - 83.
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limited capacity system, and unless information is rehearsed and transferred to
longer-term storage, it is lost (information in one’s working memory is retained for
only a few seconds).24 The relevance of auditory-verbal working memory to
mathematical skills is equally important, in the same way that it is necessary to
hold spoken words in memory in conversation, the student must hold letters and
mathematical symbols in memory when processing information to long-term
memory.

Poor working memory will affect recall and comprehension, visual memory
skills are also involved in this cognitive activity. Students with weaknesses in
auditory-verbal working memory also tend to have difficulty in monitoring their
written output, and are inclined to leave letters, syllables and words out when they
are writing.25 This phenomenon also manifests itself within mathematics
especially when developing the abstract concepts of algebra and in other areas of
mathematics where you have mathematical progressions. The following section
examines how these concepts were assessed.

4.4 Methodology of Assessment

The sample comprised of forty-three 12 - 13 year old boys in an urban
single-sex South Dublin secondary school. The sample included all first year
students including those needing remedial classes. The materials comprised an

24 A. D. Baddeley, Working Memory, Reading and Dyslexia, in Communication and
Handicap: Aspects of Psychological Compensation and Technical Aids, eds. E. Hjelmquist and L.
Nilsson (Amsterdam:Elsevier, 1986).
25 A. F. Jorm, "Specific reading Retardation and Working Memory: A Review," British
Journal of Psychology 74 (1983): 311 - 342.
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assessment of Cognitive Style, an assessment of general ability using the Lucid
Assessment System for Secondary Schools (LASS), Mathematical Instructional
Sheets to assess instructional material preference, a Structured Questionnaire to
assess pupil preferences over a range of learning contexts and Measures of School
Achievement using class tests.
1.

The Cognitive Styles Analysis26 as described in 4.2 was used. This

computer presented test gave measures of an individual’s position on both
the Wholist-Analytic and Verbal-Imagery cognitive style dimensions.
2.

The Lucid Assessment Systems for Schools27 as described in 4.3 is

a full suite of eight computerised modules for use with students in the age
range of eleven years zero months to fifteen years eleven months. It allowed
the teacher (author) to obtain a reasonable estimate of the student’s
intelligence and to highlight low ability and dyslexic students.
Mathematical Instructional Sheets to assess Instructional Material
.

Preference. Three versions of an A4 sized Mathematical Instructional sheet
was produced in different formats: Unstructured-Verbal (paragraphs without
headings), Structured-Verbal (paragraphs, each with a clear heading) and
Structured-Pictorial (paragraphs, each with a clear heading and a pictorial
icon as an aid to explaining the information (see Appendix I)
A Structured Interview Questionnaire to assess pupil preferences
.

over a range of learning contexts. One of the aims of this study was to
investigate the relationship between students’ cognitive style and their

26 R. J. Riding, Cognitive Styles Analysis (Birmingham: Learning and Training
Technology, 1991).
27 j. K. Home, C. H. Singleton and K.V. Thomas, Lass Secondary Assessment System
(Beverley, East Yorkshire: Lucid Creative Limited, 1999).
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preferred mode of learning. The learning strategies28 that were investigated
were selected in order to cover a balanced range of the strategies and
methodologies that are characteristic of classroom practice. Although not
exhaustive, the areas covered were, mode of working, social context and task
outcomes, these were used in order to recognise the complex range of
variables that create the learning context within classrooms. This part of
study used the structured questionnaire developed by Riding and Read who
investigated the relationship of cognitive style and pupil learning preference
of seventy eight twelve year old students in English and Science in 1997.29
A copy of the questionnaire can be seen in Appendix II. The areas covered
were as follows
(a) Mode of working
(1) Mode of Preference for Using Materials
(2) Completing Tasks Mode Preference
(b) Social Context
(1) Group, Pair and Individual Preference.
(2) Leading Groups.
(3) Asking and Answering Questions.
(4) Confidence
(c) Task Outcomes
(1) Task Type.
(2) Open or Closed.
(3) Knowledge versus Skill

28 L. Cohen, L. Manion and K. Morrison, A Guide to Teaching Practice, 4th ed. (London:
Routledge, 1998).
29 R.J. Riding and G. Read, "Cognitive Style and Pupil Learning Preferences,"
Educational Psychology 16 [1] (1996): 81 - 104.
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5.

Measures of School Achievement. The measure of achievement

was assessed in Mid-March and Mid-May of the school academic year by
means of class tests in mathematics. The examination papers were compiled
of Junior Certificate Ordinary Level Questions in topics of Area, Volume,
Sets and Statistics examination papers can be seen in Appendix III.

4. 5 Procedures

Testing for the Cognitive Style Analysis assessment took place in the
computer laboratory, a maximum of fifteen students were tested in a single
session, using the fifteen IBM computers available. The room was quiet, with
minimal distractions. Participants were given individual instructions before
commencing the test once the test had begun no further communication was given
be the assessor. The test took approximately fiiteen minutes from start to finish.

Testing for the LASS Secondary assessment took place in a small quiet
room with no distractions. A maximum of two students were tested on two
Hewlard Packard Pavilion N5461 compatible laptop computers. To minimise
auditory distractions, inexpensive lightweight headphones of the type used for
audio portable equipment was used. The computers were positioned in such a way
that neither student could directly see the monitor screen of the other. The assessor
checked for reflections on the monitor from windows and lights that could impair
the student’s perception and lead to failure to see everything that was happening on
the monitor. The testing on average took approximately 50 minutes. A brief
written record was kept of the student’s behaviour at each time of the LASS
secondary testing, particularly noting such factors as health~ tiredness, attention,
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concentration, distractions, and general motivation.

A template comments sheet is

provided in Appendix IV.

In a classroom setting, the Mathematical Instructional Sheets and the
Structured Questionnaire were given to participants in the form of a booklet. The
participants were told to write their name on each booklet and only look at each
section when instructed. Students were instructed that the booklet had been
prepared which contained three formats/layouts for instructional material and that
each layout contained the same information, and that they were to examine each
version and place a tick in the box provided of the one they preferred. When this
was completed they were told to work through the structured interview
questionnaire at the back of the booklet.

When this was completed the assessor

collected the booklet.

The measure of school achievement was taken at the end of the autumn and
summer terms. The scores were obtained from the school secretary’s computer
printout. Many types of profiles are possible, by studying assessments one to four
the researcher should be able to the interpret the results and gain insights into
deciding on the appropriate strategies for learning and teaching. The fitth
assessment, which measured school achievement, was to provide an indicator as to
the success or failure of the learning strategy and teaching methodology that was
used. The results in assessments one to four were analysed firstly by using a
Pearson product moment correlation for an overall affect and then be means of
analysis of variance for more detailed affects. In assessment five a paired t-test
was also used. The results of these assessments follow in the penultimate chapter.
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Chapter V
Results
People commonly imagine that experiments in education are not
necessary, and that we can judge from our reason whether
anything is good or not. But this is a great mistake, and
experience teaches that the results of our experiments are often
entirely different from what we expected .... Thus we see that,
since we must be guided by experiments, no one generation can
set forth a complete scheme of education. 1

The main findings of the study will be presented in terms of the four
aspects of assessment (1) Cognitive Style and Cognitive Ability, (2) Cognitive
Style and Instructional Preferences, (3) Cognitive Style and the Structured
Interview Questionnaire and (4) Cognitive Style and Academic Achievement.

5.1 Characteristics of the Sample

The characteristics of the sample were as follows the mean, with the
standard deviation in brackets, for each of the cognitive style measures were
Wholist-Analytic Ratio 1.14 (SD. 0.42), Verbaliser-Imager Ratio 1.11 (SD. 0.42).
In the present sample, the correlation between the Wholist-Analytic ratio and
Verbal-Imager ratio (r - -0.2451) was low. This would concur with findings in
other studies where measures for Wholist-Analytic and Verbal-Imagers cognitive
style dimensions had low correlations, supporting the view that they are
independent dimensions.2

The students were divided by the computer according

to their ratios into three groups on each of the cognitive style dimensions. The two

1 Robert M. Liebert and Rita W. Poulos, Educational Psychology A Contemporary View
(Del Mar. California: CRM Books, 1973), 165.
2 E. Sadler-Smith and R. J. Riding, "Cognitive Style and Instructional Preferences,"
Instructional Science 27 (1999): 361.
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style dimensions are continua, but may be divided into groupings and given
descriptive labels.
Figure 5. 1

Cognitive Style Distribution
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Figure 5. 2
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>1.09

Analytic
Imager

ANALYTIC
>1.02 and

Intermediate I
Imager

<=1.34
DINIENSION
<=1.02

<=0.98

VERBAL-IMAGERY DIMENSION3

3 R. J. Riding, Cognitive Style Analysis (Birmingham: Learning and Training Technology,
1991).
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Figure 5.1, shows a graphical account of the forty-two student positions on
the Cognitive Style Analysis (CSA) scale. Figure 5.2, shows the break-up of the
ratios used by the (CSA) and the CSA Results Screen describes a person’s style in
terms of one of the nine positions, these diagrams can be seen on page eightyeight. The ratios typically range from 0.4 through to 4.0 with a central value
around 1.0.4 Riding and Sadler-Smith 5have argued that the mechanisms
underlying the two cognitive style dimensions are independent of one another and
they can be employed separately.

Figure 5. 3

WHOLIST
<=1.08

The Four Cognitive Style Groups
(Number of students in brackets)
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Wholist

Verbaliser
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Analytic
Verbaliser

Analytic
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(9)

(9)

<=1.05

> =1.06

VERBAL-IMAGERY DIMENSION

However, the size of the sample did not permit a three-way split of the
Wholist-Analytic or the Verbal-Imagery dimension. A two-way split gave a
reasonably balanced distribution across the cells. It was decided therefore, for the
purposes of analysis that the sample would be divided in terms of their cognitive

4 R. J. Riding, Cognitive Style Analysis (Birmingham: Learning and Training Technology,
1991).
5 R. J. Riding and E. Sadler-Smith, "Type of Instructional Material, Cognitive Style and
Learning Performance," Educational Studies 18 (1992): 322 - 340.
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style ratios into two categories to give four cognitive style groups of similar sizes
see Figure 5.3, page eighty-nine, Riding used this method in previous studies.6

Figure 5.4

A Two-Way Split of Cognitive Style Ratios
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Figure 5.4 shows the class distribution transformed under the two-way split of the
cognitive style ratios.

5.2 Cognitive Styles and Cognitive Ability

The relationship between cognitive style and cognitive ability was
considered in two ways: correlation and, in order to look for possible interactive
effects of cognitive style on cognitive ability, by means of analysis of variance.
Figure 5.5(a) on page ninety-one shows the interaction of the cognitive ability
(assessed by the LASS secondary school programme) and cognitive style on the
Wholist-Analytic dimension. The results were analysed firstly by using a Pearson

6 E. Sadler-Smith and R. J. Riding, "Cognitive Style and Instructional Preferences,"
Instructional Science 27 (1999): 360.
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product moment correlation to indicate the overall effect of how cognitive style
interacts with cognitive ability.
Figure 5.5 (a) The Wholist-Analytic Dimension with Cognitive Ability
A COMPARSION OF THE WHOLIST - ANALYTIC
DIMENSION TO COGNITIVE ABILITY

STUDENTS
-"-- Wholist - Analytic ~Cave
I

Mobile ~ Reasoning ]

Low correlations were found between the Wholist-Analytic dimension and
cognitive ability assessed by the LASS programmes of Cave (r = 0.10), Mobile (r
- -0.07), and Reasoning (r = -0.02).

Figure 5.5 (b) The Verbal-Imagery Dimension with Cognitive Ability
A COMPARISON OF THE VERBAL- IMAGERY
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On the Verbal-Imagery dimension Figure 5.5(b) page ninety-one shows the
interaction of the cognitive ability (assessed by the LASS secondary school
programme) and the Verbal-Imagery dimension of cognitive style. The results
were analysed by using a Pearson product moment correlation to indicate the
overall effect. Low correlations were once again found between the VerbalImagery dimension and cognitive ability assessed by the LASS programme of
Cave (r = 0.02), Mobile (r = 0.003), and Reasoning (r = -0.25). A further two-way
analysis of variance of the cognitive style groups (Wholist-Verbalisers, WholistImagers, Analytic-Verbalisers, and Analytic-Imagers) with repeated measures on
the three subtests from the LASS programme assessing cognitive ability was
performed on the data. No significant interaction was found on the tests for cave
and reasoning.

However on the mobile test there were minor effects (approaching
significance at 0.01 level) on the Verbal-Imagery dimension for Analytics
(Analytic-Verbalisers F=5.81; d.f. 2,6; p = 0.07 and Analytic-Imagers F =3.67; d.f.
2,9 p = 0.09). This may indicate that a bigger cohort may show a more significant
association between the Verbal-Imagery dimension and cognitive ability. The
finding of no relationship between style and the overall measure of cognitive
ability suggests that they are generally independent in origin, as found by Riding
and Pearson7 and Riding and Agrell.8 They are nevertheless, likely to interact on
other variables such as instructional preferences which will be assessed next.

7

R. J.Riding and F. Pearson, "The Relationship between Cognitive Style and

Intelligence," Educational Psychology 4 (1994): 413 - 425.
8 R. J.Riding and C. Agrell, "The Effect of Cognitive Style and Cognitive Skills on School
Subject Performance," Educational Studies 23 (1997): 311 - 322.
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5. 3 Cognitive Style and Instructional Preferences
Students were offered instructional material in three formats. The material
was a one-page mathematical instructional handout. The overall preference for the
three versions of study sheet offered to the students was for Structured-Verbal, and
Structured Pictorial. Figure 5.6 gives an overview of the preferences for each
cognitive style.
Figure 5. 6

Instructional Preferences and Cognitive Style Dimensions
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A two-way analysis of variance of Verbal-Imagery, Wholist-Analytic
cognitive style, and presentation condition was performed on the data. There was
a two-way interaction of presentation condition on the Verbal-Imagery dimension
with the Wholists-Verbalisers (F = 6.04; d.f. 2,12; p = 0.03 at 0.01 level) for
Version 2 and the Analytic-Imagers (F-- 6.06; d.f. 2,9; p = 0.04 at 0.01 level) for
Version 3. The graph illustrates that, for Wholist-Verbalisers, the majority had a
preference for the Structured- Verbal format Version 2, while Analytic-Verbalisers
had a slight preference for the Structured-Verbal format, over twenty percent chose
the Structured Pictorial format Version 3. This was probably because the
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appearance of Version 2 was more ’neat and tidy’, and would appeal to WholistsVerbalisers, while the Structured-Pictorial Version 3 probably looked more
interesting and attracted the Analytics. There was a crossover for the WholistImagers between Version 2 and Version 3. Students whose ratio was high on the
Verbal-Imagery Dimension tended towards Version 3, with students whose ratio
was low near the borderline choosing Version 2.

On the Verbal-Imagery dimension, most Imagers preferred Version 3 (the
Structured-Pictorial format) with nearly 66 percent of the Analytic- Imagers
choosing this version as seen in Figure 5.5. This choice was not unexpected as the
choice amounted to text versus text-plus picture. Four students selected the
unstructured-verbal format Version 1. These students were mainly from two
groups that of Wholist-Analytic-Verbalisers. There was no significant effect on
the Wholist-Analytic cognitive style. However, the results suggest that the
students are attracted to, and prefer to select, materials that appear to suit their own
learning style.

5.4 Cognitive Styles and the Structured Interview Questionnaire

The structured interview questionnaire-investigated preferences in three
areas (a) the modes of working, (b) the social context and (c) task outcomes. An
overview of the responses to the questions by group can be seen in Figure 5.6 on
page ninety-five. The relationship between cognitive style and the questions were
analysed by means of analysis of variance and descriptive statistics. These will be
considered in turn. Questions one and two looked at the Mode of Preference for
Using Materials. Question one asked: "What type of materials do you prefer to
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use: (a) written/text based or (b) diagrams/pictures/maps?" There was no
significant effect on the Wholist-Analytic Dimension with (F- 0.02; d.f. 2,41; p =
0.88). On the Verbal-Imagery dimension however, the data indicated that there
was almost a significant interaction between the Verbal-Imagery dimension and
question one (F = 3.48; d.f.2, 41; p = 0.06 at 0.01 level).
Figure 5.7 Analysis of the Structured Interview Questionnaire
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Question one in Figure 5.7 reflects the bias towards pictorial materials versus
written materials for the Wholist-Analytic-Imager Groups. In mathematics there is
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a more balanced choice of mode and the preference is for picture materials by the
Imagers, which is their natural mode with the lower ability Verbalisers choosing
written materials, which appears a safer choice and is their natural mode.

Question two looked at how the students preferred to complete their tasks;
"How do you prefer to complete tasks: (a) in writing, (b) by speaking, (c) in
diagrams/pictures/maps?" There was no significant effect on either of the two
dimensions Wholist-Analytic (F = 0.93; d.f.2, 41; p = 0.34) and Verbal-Imagery (F
= 2.65; d.f.2, 41; p = 0.11) for this question. On the Wholist-Analytic dimension
there was a preference for Wholists-Verbalisers to use writing and for WholistImagers to complete tasks with pictures both groups contained over sixty-five
percent of the higher ability students. Analytic-Verbalisers showed a distinct
preference for writing versus pictures/graphs. For lower ability students, the
situation was more mixed, with three different modes being chosen. This was
probably because they were more reliant on their usual mode, on the one hand, and
on the difficulty they had with the subject, on the other. The reasons for the
choices are not obvious, but are probably related to an interfering effect between
the student’s natural mode and the subject’s natural mode.

Questions three, four, five, and six looked at the social context in which
student’ s preferred to work. Question three asked: "In what context do you prefer
to complete tasks: (a) within groups of students, (b) by yourself, (c) with a
partner?" Of the two cognitive style dimension there was no overall significant
interaction between the dimensions. However, on the Wholist-Analytic style there
was almost a significant interaction (F = 4.57; d.f.2, 41; p = 0.03). On the Verbal-
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Imagery dimension the Wholists preferred to work on their own or in pairs. The
Wholist-Imagers showed a marked dislike of working in groups. The Analytics on
the Verbal-Imagery dimension the situation was more mixed with no distinct
preference for any of the modes.

Question four asked the students: "Do you like leading groups: (a) yes, (b)
no?’" There were no significant effects here with all cognitive style groups
showing a fairly balanced filly-fifty answer. Question five asked the students how
did they prefer to answer questions: "Do you like asking or answering questions
(a) when the teacher is working with the whole class, or (b) when you are part of a
smaller group within the class working with the teacher?" There was no
significant effect on either of the cognitive style dimensions. However, on the
Wholist-Analytic dimension Analytics showed a marked preference for asking
questions in smaller groups with the Wholist-Verbal-Imagers preferring to ask and
answer questions in a whole class situation. The overall preference was for more
questions to be asked/answered in groups than in the whole class situation, which
is expected as they are smaller and lend themselves more to discussion.

Question six looked at the measure of confidence the student had when
given a choice between two subjects: "Do you feel confident m this subject: (a)
English or (b) Mathematics?"
cognitive style dimensions.

There was no significant effect on either of the
However, on the Verbal-Imagery dimension the

Analytic-Imagers showed a marked preference for mathematics (see figure 5.6
page ninety-five). Wholist-Verbalisers also showed a preference for mathematics,
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which was unexpected. However, the author thought, this reflected more the high
percentage of higher ability student’ s within the

Questions seven, eight and nine looked at the style of task that students
preferred. In Question seven the students were asked: "What sort of tasks do you
prefer: (a) investigative, (b) testing ideas, and (c) interpreting?" There was no
significant effect on either of the cognitive style dimensions. The situation was
mixed with the three different modes being chosen. The Wholist-Verbalisers
showed a slight preference for answer (b) testing ideas and dislike most the
concept of answer (c) interpreting. Question eight asked the students: "What type
of task do you prefer: (a) Closed or (b) open?" Note that the terms ’closed’ and
’opened’ were explained and more detail was provided on the questionnaire (see
Appendix II). There was no significant effect on either of the cognitive style
dimensions. All of the cognitive style groups preferred the ’closed task’ to the
’open’ task.

Question nine asked the students: "What type of tasks do you prefer: (a)
knowledge/information learning, where you are required to learn facts and
information, or (b) skill learning, where you are required to learn how to use or do
something?" The bias towards skill versus knowledge can be seen in Figure 5.6
page ninety-five. There was almost a significant interaction on the WholistAnalytic dimension (F = 3.33; d.f.2, 41; p = 0.07) with Analytics biased towards
skill and Wholists biased towards knowledge.
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5.5 Cognitive Styles and Academic Achievement

To facilitate a consideration of the interaction between the style dimensions
and learning, their possible effects in combination will be outlined. The data was
analysed in terms of a comparison of the performance of the students on traditional
Junior Certificate Examination questions at ordinary level in March and a recall
test eight weeks later in May. The overall mean Wholist-Analytic ratio was 1.11
(SD 0.42) and the mean Verbal-Imagery ratio was 1.10 (SD 0.42). The correlation
between the ratios was non-significant (r = - 0.245) as expected, indicating the
independence of the dimensions. A Pearson product moment correlation was also
performed between the individual ratios and achievement results they were nonsignificant on the Verbal-Imagery dimension (r-- - 0.114) and on the Wholist
Analytic dimension (r = - 0.037) neither result was significant at the five percent
level. A paired t-test was performed on the mathematics results for March and
May; this showed a significant interaction (t-- 5.97; d.f41; p > 0.05). An increase
in the mean difference of 3.8 percent mean was found between March and May.
Figure 5.8 (a)
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Figure 5.8 (b) Academic Results for the Wholist-Analytic-Verbalisers
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Both Figure 5.8 (a) and (b) show the distinction between the WholistAnalytic and the Verbal-Imagery dimensions. The best overall performance was
by the Analytic-Imagers with an increase of 4.78 percent followed by the WholistImagers with an increase of 4.23 percent. The Analytic-Verbalisers did least well
with only an increase of 2.78 percent, however it must be noted that this particular
group had five students with learning difficulties.
Figure 5.9
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Taking the overall performance on mathematics, the mean pattern from
March to May showed: analytics in general displaying a skewed graph with
analytic imagers doing best. Similar results were found in mathematics for
Analytic-Verbalisers in the data collected by Riding and Caine in 1993.9 It is also
interesting to note that over the academic year the mean difference between winter
(Mean 64.31, SD 22.85) and summer (Mean 74.17, SD 20.04) end of term
examinations showed an increase of 9.86%. This phenomenon may well warrant
further investigation and it is the author’s intention to continue to monitor the
progress of the cohort through to the completion of the Junior Certificate in
mathematics. It would be interesting to investigate if variables such as age and
personal development would sustain or hinder the initial academic improvement.
Studies have found that academic performance decreases around sixteen years. 10 It
will be interesting to see if the present cohort follows the same trend.

A wider range of presentation methods would mean that there were more
options for the individual learner to choose from. Consequently, a wider range of
cognitive styles would be catered for, which would hopefully increase the
individuals learning potential.

This exploratory study tends to suggest, that the

designers of learning material need to be aware of cognitive styles in order to
improve the quality of the learning packages they are producing. A fuller
discussion of the results will follow in the final chapter.

9 R. J. Riding and T. Caine, "Cognitive Style and GCSE Performance in Mathematics,
English and French," Educational Psychology 13 [1] (1993): 65.
lo Ibid. 67.
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Chapter VI
Discussion
And this is the final and inevitable problem of the tester. There is a
certain response he wants to get. How shall he ask for it? What shall
he say? If he makes his question too clear, he gives his answer away
with the question .... If the teacher does not make the question clear
enough, it may be misunderstood. What is worse, he may not
recognise that it has been misunderstood and like many educators
and psychologists, may be led by the wrong answers he gets to
highly dubious conclusions.1

Introduction
The main findings of the study will be discussed in terms of four aspects of
the research, (1) Cognitive Style and Cognitive Ability, (2) Cognitive Style and
Instructional Preferences, (3) Cognitive Style and the Structured Questionnaire and
(4) Examines the methodologies used in the teaching of mathematics to first year
students in conjunction with the knowledge of the students cognitive style and
their preferred mode of presentation and its effect on achievement results.

6.1 Cognitive Styles and Cognitive Ability

In considering results, two general points should be made. These concern
what cognitive ability/intelligence
performance in particular subjects.

tests measure and cognitive style and
Firstly, with respect to cognitive skills

measures, these are likely to include more than just the processing capacity and
facility, since the items commonly used in ’intelligence’ tests also assess learned
knowledge and the application of acquired skills. They therefore include within

R. M. Liebert and R. W. Poulos, Educational Psychology A Contemporary Review
(Califorina, Del Mar: CRM books, 1973), 352.
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the measure, the ability to learn and perform and, hence, explain more of the
variance than cognitive style, but they are not pure measures.

Secondly, the study of educational achievement and style poses problems.
These derive from the nature of the subject, the ways in which it has been taught
and the methods used to assess performance. A subject usually varies considerably
within itself in terms of the type of content and the range of processing required.
In considering subjects they are rarely of a unitary nature. Mathematics for
example, requires sequential operations for arithmetic, abstractions for algebra and
spatial representations for geometry. In school mathematics these are usually
interwoven in such a way that equal overall mathematics performances in two
students could result from strengths in quite different areas.

Similarly, in business studies, the diverse elements that make up the subject
include consumer knowledge and accounting and these are likely to require quite
different abilities. Further, the form of assessment can vary between coursework;
unseen examinations and its mode of presentation can be either verbal or pictorial.
All of these variables will affect performance by an individual and in reality it is
not easy or probably possible to control for them. A low correlation was found
between cognitive ability and cognitive style suggesting their independence. This
would concur with the findings of Riding and Pearson,2 that no relationship
between style and overall measure of cognitive ability suggests that they are
generally independent in origin. In considering the relationship between cognitive

2 R.J. Riding and F. Pearson, "The Relationship between Cognitive Style and
Intelligence," Educational Psychology 4 (1994): 413 - 425.
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style and cognitive ability, a further check was performed, students were divided
into each of the two style dimensions, on the basis of their ratios as discussed in
chapter five. An analysis of variance was performed with each of four cognitive
style groups (Analytic-Verbaliser group 1, Wholist-Verbaliser group 3, AnalyticImager group 7, and Wholist-Imager group 9) on the three subtests cave, mobile,
and reasoning. While the analysis of variance did not show any significant affect
overall on the subtests (p>0.05) two factors were observed.

The first was the interaction along the Verbal-Imagery dimension, with the
’Mobile’ subtest in-group 1 (Analytic Verbalisers) it was approaching significance
(p=0.07 at 0.01 level). The ’mobile’ subtest is a test of auditory-verbal sequential
short-term memory, based on the recall of digits. On the Wholist-Analytic
dimension the Analytics were receiving digits one at a time therefore, they could
not envisage the whole sequence. On the Verbal-Imagery dimension the digits
were received in word form but some students were hampered by poor auditoryverbal working memory.

Students with weaknesses in auditory-verbal working memory tend to have
difficulty in monitoring their written output, and are inclined to leave letters,
syllables and words out when they are writing.3 This phenomenon can manifest
It is well

itself within mathematics where you have mathematical progressions.
established that individuals with dyslexia or specific learning

difficulties4

3 A. F. Jorm, "Specific reading Retardation and Working Memory: A Review," British
Journal of Psychology 74 (1983): 311 - 342.
4 j. R. Beech, "Assessment of Memory in Reading," in The Psychological Assessment of
Reading, eds. J. Beech and C. H. Singleton (London: Routledge, 1997), 143 - 159.
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experience problems with the recall of digits. Digit span is a feature of the vast
majority of assessment batteries used for the diagnosis of Dyslexia.5 The LASS
secondary identified seven students with learning difficulties out of the cohort of
42 students for this research. Five of these students were placed in-group 1
Analytic-Verbalisers and showed low performance ability (less than 40%) across a
wide range of academic subjects (Geography, French, English, and Science) in
both winter and summer terms.

It is probable therefore, that the high percentage of lower ability students
within the Analytic-Verbaliser group contributed to the interaction between the
Verbal-Imagery dimension and Cognitive Ability. The second observation
ascertained that there was the possibility with a small sample size that significant
results would be less likely. It would be necessary to investigate both
phenomenons with a more evenly distributed larger sample of low, medium and
high ability students in further research.

6.2 Cognitive Style and Instructional Preferences

The assessment for instructional preferences indicated that pupils have
clear preferences, in terms of their cognitive style, for certain formats of
instructional materials, even on brief inspection, during the assessment. The
overall preferences of the three versions of the mathematical handout were for
Version 2 Structured-Verbal, and Version 3 Structured Pictorial. Only four

5 R. Reason, "Effective Academic Interventions in the United kingdom: Does the
’Specific’ in Specific Learning Difficulties (disabilities) Now Make a Difference to the Way we
Teach," Educational and ChiM Psychology 15 (1998): 71 - 83.
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students from the Wholist-Analytic-Verbalisers groups picked Version 1 the
unstructured mathematical handout. While no statistical significant interaction was
found, descriptive statistics would seem to suggest that appearance of instructional
materials have important implications for the attractiveness of a subject to the
student and its consequent effects on motivation.

The structure of the learning material therefore, is likely to affect the
groups differently. While the Wholist-Verbalisers and Analytic-Imagers will be
able to keep a balance between an entire concept and the parts, the WholistImagers will understand complete concepts, and the Analytic-Verbalisers will
benefit from emphasis on discrete elements. In view of this, students can be
shown how to develop learning strategies that allow alternative methods of
performing structuring tasks in cases where there is a mis-match with their own
cognitive style.6 In practice, all school subjects are likely to require both the
identification of individual elements and integration into, or perception of, the
whole, although the balance will vary with different subjects.

In view of this, the question arises of how materials can be produced to
attract most students. Two approaches are available: (a) to have different materials
for each style; and (b) to design materials to be acceptable to a broad range of
students. While the former is possible, it would require greater effort and
knowledge of the style of each individual student. The second is more economical
and seeks to offer within the given material a range of presentation formats to cater

6 R.J. Riding and M. Watts, "The Effect of Cognitive Style on the Preferred Format of
Instructional Material," Educational Psychology 17 [1,2] (1997): 179 - 183.
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for all, or most students. The students would then be free to select from within the
material the aspects of the format that most suits them.

The researcher chose the latter option to evaluate its practicality in a busy
teaching schedule. The researcher found that whenever pictorial/graphical or
concrete material was used there appeared to be a greater interest among the
students and more effective learning especially for the Wholist-Analytic-Imagers
group, (which was comprised of low, medium and high ability students) a gradual
rise in scores on in-class assessment was taken as an indicator that effective
learning was taken place. The Wholist -Verbalisers group was comprised of
mainly high ability students no effect was noticed with this group.

6.3 Cognitive Styles and the Structured Interview Questionnaire

The structured questionnaire will be discussed in terms of three aspects:
Mode of Preference/Working, Social Context and Task Outcomes.

(A)

Mode of Preference/Working
An individual’s position on the Wholist-Analytic dimension interacts with

the structure of the learning material to affect performance.7 On the other hand,
the Verbal-Imagery dimension has been found to be related to cognitive tasks
relevant to learning. These findings fall into two categories. Firstly, the mode of
presentation of learning material is either verbal or pictorial.8

Secondly, the type

7 R.J. Riding and E. Sadler-Smith, "Type of Instructional Material, Cognitive Style and
Learning Performance," Educational Studies 18 (1992): 328 - 340.
8 R.J. Riding and G. Douglas, "The Effect of Cognitive Style and Mode of Presentation on
Learning Performance," British Journal of Educational Psychology, 63 (1993): 297 - 307.
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of content of learning material, where Imagers recall highly visually descriptive
texts better than acoustically complex and unfamiliar text, the reverse holds for
Verbalisers.9 This aspect was examined in chapter I with respect to the factors that
influenced the ease of readability.

Question one showed an almost significant interaction on the VerbalImagery dimension with Analytic-Imagers choosing pictures and graphs over text
for learning material. This would tend to support the findings in assessment two
for instructional preferences where Analytic-Imagers showed a preference for
Version 3 of the mathematical handout Structured Pictorial. In question two there
was the expected tendency along the Verbal -Imagery dimension for Imagers to
prefer pictures, diagrams or graphs, and Verbalisers writing in completing tasks.
Previous work has suggested that diagrams and pictures, which directly illustrate
the content of text, facilitate its comprehension.1° Mayer found that learning
performance increased and recall was superior when pictures and graphs were
included in learning material.~1

(B)

Social Context
As Cognitive Styles affect the ways in which an individual thinks about

and represents situations in the external world, it is reasonable to expect that they
might also be related to aspects, of social behaviour in addition to performance on

9 R.J. Riding and V. A. Dyer, " The Relationship between Extraversion and VerbalImagery Learning Style in Twelve-Year-Old Children," Personality and Individual Difference 1
(1980): 273 - 279.
10 W.H. Levie and R. Lentz, "Effects of Text Illustrations: A Review of Research,"
Educational Communications and Technology: A Journal of Theory, Research and Development 30
(1982): 195 - 232.
11 1LE. Mayer, "Systematic Thinking Fostered by Illustrations in Scientific Text," Journal
of Educational Psychology 81 (1989): 240 - 246.
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cognitive tasks. The Verbal-Imagery style influences the focus and type of an
individual’s activities: externally in the case of Verbalisers they would be outgoing
and lively whereas, Imagers would be internally more passive, polite and
restrained~2, 13 The Wholist-Analytic style was derived from a family of styles,
which included Field-Dependence-Independence, which was investigated by
Witkin and discussed in chapter two. Witkin et ai ~4considered the effects of this
dimension on aspects of personality related to the perception of self and nonself
They argued that self-nonself segregation increases with field-independence.
Riding~5 has suggested that the Wholist-Analytic style will be reflected socially in
such dimensions as the Wholists being dependent, flexible, realistic, and vague.
Analytics on the other hand will be: self-reliant, consistent, idealistic, and
organised.

In this study the students were impartial in their preferences for either
group or paired work. Group work was particularly liked by Analytics especially
by the lower ability Analytic-Verbalisers. While, individual work was liked by all
cognitive styles, it ranked high with Wholists, particularly in the case of higher
ability Imagers. It is interesting to note that in this study the lower ability
Analytic-Verbalisers selected group or paired work as their preference. The

12 M.W. Huckabee, "Introversion-Extraversion and Imagery," Psychological Reports 34
(1974): 453 - 454.
13 R.J.Riding, D. Burton, G. Rees and M. Sharratt, "Cognitive Style and Personality in 12Year-Old Children," British Journal of Educational Psychology 65 (1995): 113 - 124.
~4 H. A. Witkin, C. A. Moore, D.R. Goodenough and P. W. Cox, "Field-Dependent and
Field-Independent Cognitive Styles and their Educational Implications," Review of Educational
Research 47 (1977): 1 - 64.
15 Riding R.J. Cognitive Styles Analysis Users’ Manual (Birmingham: Learning and
Training Technology, 199 lb).
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support of others may have a significant effect on the performance of less able
students.

Assuming ’mutual support’ is one of the reasons why all students prefer
group or paired work, is it possible to postulate that teachers may be depressing
performance by favouring individual work? It would be worth investigating if
performance could be improved for all students when the balance between group,
pairs and or individual work was skewed towards collaborative learning tasks.
However student preference and higher performance correlate is not clear and it is
not therefore possible to say that an emphasis on individual work depresses
performance. In asking and answering questions, in general Wholists asked more
questions than Analytics. This would appear to fit the label of Wholist, which
implies not being able to distinguish the parts and issues of a topic, and a desire to
clarify them.

(c)

Task Outcomes
Task outcomes or conclusions to problems are more likely to be influenced

by the Wholist-Analytic dimension than the Verbal-Imagery dimension, which is
more likely to affect the quality of learning and processing. As has been noted in
the preceding section the Wholists-Analytic style affects the way in which people
think about, view and are able to respond to information and situations. This could
affect task outcomes. As discussed in chapter two Wholists tend to see a situation
(topic) as a whole, are able to have an overall perspective and to appreciate its total
context.
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There is a possible danger for Wholists however, in that, not only are the
parts of a situation not separated but often the distinction between them becomes
blurred and they find it difficult to distinguish what makes up the whole of the
situation. By contrast, Analytics will see a situation as a collection of parts and
will often focus on one or two aspects of the situation at a time, to the exclusion of
the others. This may have the effect of distorting or exaggerating a particular part
and getting it out of proportion to the total situation.

For open and closed tasks, openness was preferred by a small number of
higher ability students on the Wholist-Analytic Bimodal spectrum. On the VerbalImagery dimension the high ability Wholists preferred closed tasks, as did the
lower ability Analytic Verbalisers. Less able students are often believed to learn
more effectively when learning outcomes are clearly identifiable in advance and
where tasks focus on small units of learning. This can be traced to the
predominant behavioural objectives culture that existed most strongly within
special needs during the 1970 and 1980s.16

Higher ability students within this study appear to prefer tasks of a more
closed and product-orientated nature, in which there is a clearly identifiable ’right’
answer and fixed outcome. This would appear to conflict with the view that higher
ability students are more confident in their learning and are prepared to be more
adventurous in exploring and extending tasks. Is it possible therefore, to postulate
at this juncture that the demands of the curriculum and the drive for points towards
university entrance has stifled the adventurous spirit? Students are perhaps not
16 M. Ainscow and D. A. Tweedle, Encouraging Classroom Success (London: David
Fulton Publisers, 1988).
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prepared to gamble and closed tasks that are constantly repeated increase the
likelihood of success and consequently higher grades (points).

The use of subjective ratings by students has a number of limitations in
that: (a) individuals may not be able to report accurately how they would behave,
(b) they may be influenced in their responses by social desirability, (c) they may
opt for pleasant, or less taxing options, which may require less effort in preference
to those which produce the best work (for example, mis-behave in groups).
Further studies would be required of style and actual performance to see whether
or not expressed preferences correlate with best attainment.

6.4 An Examination of the Methodologies used in Teaching

As a teacher, my approach to mathematics pedagogy rests on a belief, that
there is an active relationship between teaching and learning. This philosophy is
associated with; Backhouse et al’s view that
No learner can be expected to think in the same way as his or her
teacher and that no two learners in a class can be expected to think in
the same way as each other (except possibly twins).
Therefore, it is possible to postulate that one cannot begin to make sense of what is
going on inside a learner’s head until one considers the feelings and attitudes that
learners bring to the classroom and the conditions under which a topic is learnt. It
was from this perspective that I began a search through the Theories of Knowledge
and approaches to teaching.

~7 j. Backhouse, L. Haggerty, S. Pine, and J. Stratton, Improving the Learning of
Mathematics (London: Cassell, 1992), 54.
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A quote by Barbara Jaworski captivated the author as it stressed the active
roles of both teacher and learner using two negative comparisons for emphasis:
In the classrooms, which I have studied, I have regarded the students
as meaning makers, and teachers as supporters of the process of
meaning making by their students. This does not mean that I see
teaching as some wishy-washy process of ’letting it happen’ the
teacher being no more than a facilitator. This is as simplistic a view
as is the image of a teacher as the expert who hands over knowledge
and skills. 18

In the first of these comparisons, "’the wishy-washy process of letting it happen",
explored a simplified version of Piaget’s constructivism, in which children learn
by passing through a sequence of four stages. Orton, in his book ’Must we wait
until pupils are ready?’,19 provided a helpful discussion on the aspects of Piaget’s
theory in relation to mathematics teaching and learning. In the second example
however, the teacher is seen ’as the expert who hands over knowledge and skills’,
there is not such an active role for the learner. This image describes learners
within the behaviourist model where the teacher’s role is to shape and positively to
reinforce pupils’ responses until they are correct, the learners’ motivation,
experiences and understandings are not taken into account. It can be very tempting
for teachers to use this approach when there is an externally imposed curriculum,
and where much hangs on examination performance.

While agreeing with the premise that pupils need to develop basic skills,
the narrowness of ’rote’ learning was proving to be a stumbling block. Although,
’rote’ learning achieves good transfer of knowledge to the long-term memory it

18 Barbara Jaworski, "Mathematics Teaching: What is it?" For Learning Mathematics 12
(1) (1992): 13.
19 A. Orton, Learning Mathematics: Issues, Theory and Classroom Practice (London:
Cassell Educational, 1987), 59 - 80.
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can lead to shallow procedural knowledge of limited use especially when dealing
with problem solving. Piaget’s constructivism on balance seemed a better
approach but did not encompass totally, the approach that was desired. In order to
achieve this, a broader educational philosophy was necessary, one that would
include an approach and teaching style, which would encompass the authors’
beliefs; allow integration, discussion, and tolerance to new ideas from the pupils.
Most importantly, this approach would also build up mutual respect between the
pupils and the teacher (author). It was at this juncture, that an examination into the
social constructivism approach began.

Leo Vygotsky, who defines intelligence "as the capacity to learn through
instruction’’2° and for whom social interaction was a necessary condition of
learning, influenced Bruner a leading proponent of social constructivism.
Although social constructivism has much in common with Piaget’s constructivism
it differed in that, children do not invent or discover how to adapt their thinking
and act intelligently in new situations by themselves. Negotiating and interacting
with more mature peers and teachers develop these processes. Instruction
therefore, is not the one directional process involved in behaviourism, it is a much
more subtle process in which other variables are involved.

The social constructivism approach in combination with the cognitive
approach offered the latitude that allowed development of the authors’ beliefs and
suited the preferred teaching style. The learning objectives for the research had to

20 D. Wood, How Children Think andLearn, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988), 9.
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be established. Mager, emphasised the importance of objectives by pointing out
that
If you don’t know where you’re going, the best-made maps won’t
help you get there .... Without a way to communicate you
instructional objectives to others: You wouldn’t be able to decide
which instructional content and procedures would help you to
accomplish you objectives.21
This posed two questions, a] what were the objectives? (Or, What does a teacher
want students to know and be able to do after a unit of instruction is complete?)
And b] how can the teacher help the students achieve those objectives using the
knowledge of students individual cognitive style and cognitive ability?

In the spring and summer term the topics assigned for the first years were
Area and Volume of Rectangles, Squares, Cylinders, Spheres and Algebra I, which
is by nature an abstract concept and revision of the autumn terms work including
Statistics, Sets, Fractions, Percentages, Ratio and Compound interest. Preparation
began by examining texts and other curriculum materials in order to devise an
instructional sequence. The rational being that if one decides in advance, what you
want the students to achieve, lessons could be prepared that logically lead to a
particular result and also use evaluation techniques efficiently designed to
determine what level of achievement has occurred. Once, the structure and goals
that the students were required to accomplish became clear, the variety of
instructional approaches and techniques were re-examined to determine the right
approaches to use. After all, if the goal of teaching is to help students acquire and
use a variety of knowledge and skills, what better way to do that than to use the

2~ R.F. Mager, Preparing Instrumental Objectives, 3rd ed. (Atlanta GA: Centre for
Effective Performance, 1997), vi.
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approaches and techniques that are consistent with how students learn and the
conditions under which they learn best.

While, the author favoured both the social constructivism and cognitive
approaches, it became apparent that no one theory was sufficiently comprehensive
and powerful to work with the diversity of students that would be encounter in a
mixed ability class. For some objectives, a highly structured approach consistent
with the principles of behavioural and social learning would be required.
Computer-based technology would be integrated into some of the class units, 22 to
facilitate students with learning disabilities. For other objectives, the focus would
be on helping students develop more effective learning, and problem solving skills
and to develop positive feelings about themselves as students.

Having amassed a great deal of information, the teaching methodology
decided on would incorporate Bruner’s ideas that were developed by Wood who
described five levels of support needed by the student:
1] General verbal encouragement; 2] Specific verbal [and pictorial]
instruction; 3] Assistance with student’s choice of material or
strategies; 4] Preparation of material for student assembly; 5]
Demonstration of task. 23
After establishing the objectives, extra handouts, revision workbooks and pictorial
diagrams were prepared to facilitate both dimensions of cognitive style and in
particular Imagers. Since school academic work is generally biased towards verbal
presentation and content, it is likely that Imagers will find it less appropriate to

22 R.J. Riding, C. E. Buckle, S. Thompson, and E. Hagger, "The Computer Determination
of Learning Styles as an Aid to Individualised Computer-Based Training," Educational and
Training Technology International 26 (1989): 393 - 398.
23 D. Wood, How Children Think andLearn, 2"a ed. (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1988), 27.
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their natural mode of representation than do Verbalisers, and will consequently
find academic work more demanding. Newton et al.24 found that in subjects of
English, mathematics and science, Imagers had slightly poorer General Certificate
of Education performance at sixteen than Verbalisers. Newton et al. also found
that, Analytics did better at English, and Wholists were superior at mathematics
and science.25 The present study would concur as the majority of higher ability
students came from the Wholist-Verbaliser group.

Owing to the natural progression of the student’s age and cognitive
development during the academic year it was decided to administer assessments of
achievement in Mid March and Mid May. The time difference between the two
assessments being eight weeks, which the author felt would be more reliable in
testing learning performance and recall. The measure of achievement was assessed
in three topics: Area and Volume, Sets and Statistics and will be discussed with
regard to cognitive style.

The lowest scoring performance due to an extreme position was that of the
Analytic-Verbalisers, who lacked the facility for obtaining a whole view necessary
for integrating the different aspects of mathematics. This integration may be
required at a low level, as in the comprehension of a sentence, or a higher level,
where the different aspects of the topic need to be viewed as a whole in order to
see their relationship with one another. While overall the Analytic-Verbalisers
showed an increase in level of achievement two students did not achieve the pass

24 D. Newton, P. Tymms, and N. Carrick, "Is the GCSE Fair? Examination Success and
Cognitive Style," British Journal of Curriculum and Assessment 6 (1995): 23.
25 Ibid. 21 - 25.
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rate of forty percent, one showed an increase from 32% (March) to 38% (May) the
other student a decrease 32% (March) to 31% (May). The mean difference (March
Mean 61.88 SD 26.20, May Mean 64.66 SD 26.08) of 2.78% was the lowest for
the Analytic-Verbalisers. It is also interesting to note, that this category contained
five out of seven students identified with learning difficulties by the LASS
programme26 during the research assessment.

The mean difference of the Analytic-Imagers as a group was higher
compared to the other groups it showed an increase of 4.78% (March Mean 69.33
SD 15.75, and May Mean 74.11 SD 15.63). The Wholist- Imager group also
showed a good performance with a mean difference of 4.23% (March Mean 65.92
SD 21.10 and May Mean 70.15 SD 19.15). The mean difference (March Mean
72.5 SD 22.29 and May Mean 76.08 SD 22.41) of 3.57% for the WholistVerbalisers group was unexpected as the group contained a large percentage of
higher ability students (students whose average would be eighty percent and above
across all of their school academic subjects). This would tend to support the
theory that cognitive style is independent of intelligence. Riding and Pearson
found with twelve to thirteen year-old students that intelligence/ability as
measured by sub-tests of the British Abilities Scale was not related to cognitive
style.27 Similar results were found in a Canadian Study of the relationship between
cognitive style and cognitive ability with fourteen to sixteen year-old students.28

26 j. K. Home, C. H. Singleton and K.V. Thomas, Lass Secondary Assessment System
(Beverley, East Yorkshire: Lucid Creative Limited, 1999).
27 R.J. Riding and F. Pearson, "The Relationship between Cognitive Style and
Intelligence," Educational Psychology 4 (1994): 413 - 425.
28 R. J. Riding and C. Agrell, "The Effect of Cognitive Style and Cognitive Skills on
School Subject Performance," Educational Studies 23 (1997): 311 - 322.
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It should be noted that two variables have to be considered which could
have affected academic achievement. The first was the extent to which the
mathematical questions required a whole or part view and the degree to which this
requirement was matched by the individual’s style. The second was the degree to
which the mathematical questions had a verbal or pictorial emphasis and the extent
to which this requirement was matched by the individual’s style. The
mathematical questions were taken from Junior Certificate Ordinary level papers
but were in line with the model proposed by Riding and Sadler-Smith29 concerning
the use of imaging as a substitute for a wholist view and of verbalising as an
analytic technique.

On a personal note the author found the study interesting, challenging and
rewarding. As Immanuel Kant said:
People commonly imagine that experiments in education are not
necessary, and that we can judge from our reason whether anything
is good or not. But this is a great mistake, and experience teaches
that the results of our experiments are often entirely different from
what we expected .... Thus we see that, since we must be guided by
experiments, no one generation can set forth a complete scheme of
education.3°
Each new group of students presents a fresh challenge and research findings can
help and assist a teacher in that challenge. Perhaps the most important element
from the authors perspective were not the results but rather the concept that, each
student had achieved a progression be it natural or helped (by the teacher and

29 R.J. Riding and E. Sadler-Smith, "Type of Instructional Material, Cognitive Style and
Learning Performance," Educational Studies 18 (1992): 329 - 340.
3o R. M. Liebert and R. W. Poulos, Educational Psychology A Contemporary Review
(Calfforina, Del Mar: CRM books, 1973), 310.
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methodologies) from the weakest to the higher ability students and that
mathematics was not something to be afraid of but rather to be enjoyed.

The ease with which subject matter can be learned is likely to have an
effect on behaviour; since successful learning will improve a student’s self- esteem
and motivation, while difficulty and failure may decrease motivation and
consequently may have the effect of reducing the quality of behaviour. It was
interesting to note, in this study that the students self-esteem and motivation
improved as their academic results increased. While it was not within the scope of
this research paper to examine this phenomenon in more detail it would be an area
worthwhile for further investigation. Overall, evidence would appear to suggest
that cognitive style interacts with performance in particular school subjects.

6.5 Conclusion

This study has sought to explore the hypothesis that different people
process the same information in different ways and identify how educational
processes can help practice and encourage reflective teaching in which practice is
informed by a greater understanding of the individual. It has been suggested by
educational philosophers that the structure of knowledge differs within different
areas of learning.3! Within schools, subjects take on different biases in terms of
the skills they promote and the ways that knowledge seems to be offered. The
’truth criteria’32 by which ideas are tested is different between the knowledge for

31 A. Ayer, The Problem with Knowledge (London: Macmillian, 1956).
32 p. Hirst, Knowledge and the Curriculum: A Collection of Philosophical Papers
(London: Routledge, Keegan and Paul, 1974).
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example, within English and Mathematics, as school subjects. It may also be true
that some school subjects have a bias, be it ’natural’ or through ’tradition’, for the
representation of knowledge. English, because of the focus on language and
communication, appears to have a bias towards speaking, listening and writing.
Mathematics may have a greater bias towards the use of mathematical-type
symbols, such as mathematical tables, charts, graphs and formulae. The extent to
which these subject format dominances are ’natural’ to a subject or the product of
how teachers were themselves taught and prefer to offer them is unclear, but
insofar as it is possible, as wide a range of mode as the subject allows should be
offered to facilitate learning by pupils range of styles.

The least effective method of teaching mathematics for all cognitive style
groups would appear to be that of presenting information in a highly verbal manner
with abstract diagrams. This conclusion may appear self-evident, but an
examination of some representative textual teaching materials in this field,
suggests that this form may not be uncommon. The improvement in learning
performance by the inclusion of more pictorial information diagrams confirms
previous findings reported by

Winn.33

The present study would appear to confirm that instructional treatment and
cognitive style have important effects upon learning outcome. Instructional
treatments, which use a pictorial mode of presentation, appear to be more effective
for certain types of content for example, when dealing with area and volume than a

33 W. D. Winn, "The Role of Diagrammatic Representation in Learning Sequences,
Identification and Classification as a Function of Verbal and Spatial Ability," Journal of Research
in Science Teaching 19 [1] (1982): 79- 89.
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verbal mode of presentation. That individuals learn and process information in
different ways is well documented 34,35 Contrast, this with the assumption, which is
implicit in many instructional designs methodologies,36 namely that individuals
will learn equally well from the same basic teaching materials.

The implications for instruction are that teachers should be aware of
individual differences in cognitive style and should attempt to accommodate these
into their instructional programmes. The identification of cognitive styles is of
immediate relevance to teachers since it can be used to predict learning difficulties,
make possible the design of instructional treatments which may be congruent with
an individual’s habitual mode of thinking, enlighten and improve the effectiveness
and efficiency of instruction.

Industrial Pragmatists want pupils to be able to apply the mathematics they
learn at school to the workplace, but this concept of ’transfer’ may not be as
straightforward as it seems. Jean Lave, concluded that all learning is closely tied
to the situation in which it is found and that
People are unable to use the mathematics they learn at school
because it is so closely tied to peculiar and unrealistic practices
adopted there. 37
However, this need not be inevitable, transfer may be poor because the common
practices of school mathematics need to be questioned, challenged and adapted. In

34 j. S. Bruner, Towards a Theory of Instruction (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 1966).
35 Y.V. Karpov and J. D. Bransford, "L.S. Vygotsky and the Doctrine of Empirical and
Theoretical Learning," Educational Psychologist, 30 [2] (1995): 61 -66.
36 D. Rowntree, Educational Technology in Curriculum Development (London: PCP,
1982).
37 Jean Lave, Cognition in Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 56.
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turn, this may lead to developing some common ground, where not just the
contexts used but also the ways of working implemented in the classroom have to
change.

In Boaler’s study in 1997, the concept of situated cognition was used to
describe different forms of knowledge found in two schools with the same socioeconomic background. Boaler concluded, that school [A] which used a traditional
textbook-based approach:
Had developed a shallow and procedural knowledge that was of limited
use...and their desire to interpret cues and do the ’right thing’
suppressed their ability to interpret situations holistically or
mathematically.3s
This highlights the concept explored earlier that some teachers still use the
behaviourist approach even with its limitations. In School [B] on the other hand,
the teaching approach centred on open-ended projects lasting two or three weeks,
with content and techniques interspersed as necessary. Despite a lack of imposed
order, most of the students responded well to the amount of choice given:
They talked about the importance of thought, the adaptation of
methods they had learnt and their interpretations of different
situations.39
Students often fail to make sense of the mathematics they are taught at school and
may learn tricks or routines that are of limited use. This points to the need for a
subtle balance of support and challenge in teaching, plentiful interaction between
teachers and pupils and between pupils themselves, with explicit consideration of

38 Jo Boaler, Experiencing School Mathematics: Teaching Styles, Sex and Settings.
(Buckingham: Open University Press, 1997), 143.
39 Ibid. 144.
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errors and ways of thinking. There are no blueprints, and for the researcher
teaching for learning is a group activity.

In order to pursue research therefore, and particularly to develop a model
and evaluate a construct, the researcher needs to have sufficient evidence to sustain
a belief that a construct may exist in order to maintain the energy to undertake the
research. On the other hand, it is also necessary to have a degree of scepticism in
order to retain the openness required to evaluate the findings. The psychological
study of any construct poses difficulties.

Howe has questioned, even a generally accepted notion, such as
intelligence, as to whether it really exists as a valid construct. 40

He provides

invaluable words of caution:
It is particularly important not to fall into the trap of believing that
by describing someone’s performance we are also providing the
reasons for it.41
While there is evidence too support the notion of cognitive style, a number of
questions remain and further research is needed to clarify these:

(A) Are there Cultural differences in Style? Most of the studies using
Cognitive Styles Analysis approach have been in the United Kingdom.
The possible effect of culture on cognitive style is of interest. If similar
patterns were to be demonstrated in a wide range of cultures, it would
contribute to the understanding of the cognitive nature of style.

40 M. J. A. Howe, "Does Intelligence Exist?" The Psychologist 11 (1990): 490 - 493.
41 Ibid. 493.
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(B) What is the Interaction Between other Sources and Style? In considering
the impact of styles on behaviour, such as learning performance, it is
necessary to bear in mind the range of individual variables that might
affect learning. For a particular task, these could include the students:
a. Level of ability/intelligence,
b. Prior knowledge which is necessary to give meaning to new
information, or, on the other hand, could make the new learning
redundant,
c. Degree of motivation, including the perceived relevance of the task,
d. Gender and Age,
e. Cognitive Style
Clearly cognitive style will be one of many influences, but there is a limitation in
that it may not show affect when other variables are not measured and included in
the analysis. A further point is that cognitive style is not likely to be critical when
the task is simple. It is likely to be important however, where the learner is under
pressure because, relative to their ability etc., the task is difficult. The
investigations of the conditions in which cognitive style is most critical are
required.
(C) What are the Mechanisms for Strategy Development? Given that a
particular cognitive style may find certain tasks more difficult, how can the
development of effective strategies be fostered in an individual? Various
approaches could be tried:
a. Pairing students together with dissimilar cognitive styles so that
they can learn from one another’s approaches or
b. Deliberately present materials in mismatched mode to encourage
the production of methods of recoding.
(D) The present study has indicated the need for further research into cognitive
style and the observed positive effects on self-esteem and motivation when
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academic improvement occurred. It has also highlighted that significant
results were less likely due to the smallness of the sample size, a larger
cohort might show more significant results. Further research is required
into the area of cognitive style and low ability students to see if a mismatch
of material is a potential cause for low achieving.

A final point, in an individual, their performance may be improved by the
development of strategies, which maximise the positive aspects of each cognitive
style dimension. An important consideration with respect to style mismatch with a
subject’s content or presentation mode is that it should not be a passive acceptance
of the difficulty, but a challenge to find strategies by which an appropriate
cognitive style may be used to its best advantage in order to facilitate the learning
performance. The results of this study would indicate that it is possible to
distinguish between students in terms of the way in which they represent
information during learning and retention, and that cognitive style does affect
learning performance on tasks typical of those used in the school situation. While
further research is needed to gain a clearer view of how Wholist-Analytics and
Verbal-Imagers differ in the way in which they learn most effectively, it is
becoming apparent that teachers may need to be more aware of these dimensions
of individual differences.

If students are constantly taught by means of materials, or via modes, that
are not suited to their learning style, then they will perform less well than they
could and may give the impression of being less intelligent than they really are.
Facilitating students to be more aware of their own learning processes will allow
them the opportunity to become more effective as autonomous, self-directed, lifelong learners.
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Appendix I
Volume of Cylinder and Sphere Version 1
Tick ~ the following box if you like this layout of this information
Curved surface area = 27crh
Total surface area of a solid or closed cylinder
= curved surface area + 2 ends
= 2~rh + 27zr~
Volume = 7cr2h
Calculate
(a) the curved surface area
(b) the total surface area
(c) the volume
of a cylinder of radius 7cm and height 5cm.
22
Use ~ =
7
22
(a) Curved surface area = 27crh = 2 x 7 x7x5
=2x22x5
= 220cm~
(b) Total surface area = curved surface area + 2 ends
22
Each end = circle ~ area of each end = 7or~ = 7 x 7 x 7 = 154cm2
total surface area = 220 + 2 x 154 = 220 + 308 = 528cm2
22
22
3
(c) Volume=Tcr2h= 7
-- x 72 x 5 = 7 x 7 x 7 x 5 = 22 x 7 x 5 = 770cm
Surface area = 47cr
4
Volume = -Ttr~
3
Find (i) the surface area

(ii) the volume of a sphere of radius 2. I cm

0.3
22
(i) Surface area = 41trz =4 x .7" x~ x 2.1
= 4 x 22 x 0.3 x 2.1
= 55.44cm2
0.1
4
22
4
r3
" - x -- x~T x 2.1 x 2.1
(ii)Volume = -Tt
3 .3- ~r
= 4 x 22 x 0.1 x 2.1 x 2.1
= 38.808cm3
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Volume of Cylinder and Sphere Version 2
Tick ~/the following box if you like this layout of information [-1

Cylinders and spheres
Here are the formulae for the volumes and surface areas of a cylinder and a sphere:
CYLINDER of height h and radius r.
--- Lid

-- Curved
surface

h

1

Volume = 7r, r2h
Curved surface area = 2rr, rh
Area of base (a disc) = /gr2
Area of lid (a disc) = /gr2
Total surface area = 27rrh + 2/gr2

The Cylinder looks like this when it is cut open:

Area = 2:rrh

~r2

h

r

2a’zr

Example 1
A cylindrical can of soup has radius 3V2 cm and height
I0 cm. Using x = zVT, find:
(i) the volume of soup inside
(ii) the area of sheet metal used to nlake the can.
Solution
(i) Volume = rcr2h - 22 x 7 7 10

1

- 7 ~X~XT
tl~ 1
5
,721 /21 1

Answer 385 cm3

The SPHERE

The Sphere

Volume of a sphere = 4 7rr3

r

Surface area of a sphere = 4ztr2

A hemisphere is half a sphere.
For a hemisphere of radius r,
2

r

3

Volume : X rrr
Curved surface area := 2rrr2
2
Area of solid top = 7rr .

Find the volume in terms of xof a solid metal sphere that has a radius of 6cm.
(leave x as x) use the formula given above.
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Volume of Cylinder and Sphere Version 3
Tick ~/the following box if you like this layout of information

Formulas Required:
Cylinder looks like this when it is cut open
Cylinder:

~ 2nr

Volume, V = nr Zh
Curved Surface Area, CSA = 2nrh

h

2r~rh

Total Surface Area, TSA = 2nrh + 2nr 2

Sphere:
Volume, V = 4rtr3
Curved Surface Area, CSA = 4nr 2
Hemisphere:
Volume, V = Jrcr 3
Curved Surface Area, CSA = 2r~r2
Total Surface Area, TSA = 2rcr 2 -t- nr 2 = 3rtr 2

Problems:
Find the volume of a closed cylindrical can h =10cm, r = 7cm, x = 22/7

Solution:
(i)

V = rcr2h
V= XTXTX
_~ 7 T7

IO

h

V = 1,540 cm3

Find the volume of a solid sphere with r = 6cm x = 3.14

Solution:
(i)

V = ~xr 3
=-4
x3.14x6x6x6
3
= 904.32 cm 3
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Appendix II
Structured Interview Questionnaire
Please answer the following questions as accurately as you can all of the
responses are confidential. Answer the following questions by ticking ~/
one box with your answer.
(A) Mode of preference/working
Q. 1 "What type of materials do you prefer to use":
(a) Written or text based instructions?

(b) Diagrams or pictures?

[]
[]

Q. 2 "How do you prefer to complete tasks:"
(a) In writing
(b) By speaking
(c) In diagrams/pictures

[]
[]
[]

(B) Social Context
Q. 3 "In what context do you prefer to complete tasks":
(a) Within groups of students
(b) By yourself
(c) With a partner

[]
[]
[]

Q. 4 "Do you like leading groups":
(a) Yes
(b) No

[]
[]

Q. 5 "Do you like asking/answering questions":
(a) When the teacher is working
with the whole class?

[]

(b) When you are part of a smaller
group within the class working

with the teacher?
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Q. 6 "’Do you feel confident in this subject":
(a) English
(b) Mathematics

[]
[]

(C) Task Outcomes
Q. 7 "What sort of tasks do you prefer":
(a) Investigative, where you are required
to identify rules and ideas

[]

(b) Testing ideas, where you are required
use information to test rules and ideas

[]

(c) Interpreting, where you are required
to analyse results and information
and draw conclusions?

[]

Q. 8 "What types of task do you prefer":
(a) Closed task where there is one correct
answer e.g. 3 X 5 =

[]

(b) Open task where there is a wider range
of correct answers e.g. Make up some
questions whose answer is 24.

[]

Q. 9 "What type of learning do you prefer":
(a) Knowledge/Information learning,
where You are required to learn
facts and information
(b) Skill learning, where you are
required to learn how to use
or do something

[]
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Appendix III

Mathematics Paper March 2002

Part 1

Form 1

Answer all questions. Questions 1, 2, and 3; carry equal marks (50).
Marks may be lost if the necessary work is not clearly shown and labelled.

(a)
In a survey of 100 teenagers,

80 like ’rock’ music,
12 like both ’rock’ and classical music,
7 like neither type of music.
(i) Draw a Venn diagram to represent this information.
(ii) How many teenagers like classical music only?
(b)

List the elements in each of the
following sets

A

U
B

(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
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(a)
Find the volume of a solid cylinder of radius length 5 cm and height 14 cm.
22
Take z = --.
7

14 cm

(b)
Two of these cylinders fit exactly into a rectangular box of height 14 cm.
Find

(i) the length, x cm, of the rectangular box.
(ii) the width, y cm, of the rectangular box.
(iii)the volume of the rectangular box in cm3.

x cm

¯ ,|
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in a survey, 20 people were asked how much money each spent in a month on
the National Lottery. The result, in IR£, was
6
6
7
5

6
6
5
6

4
5
6
6

6
4
7
5

7
6
6
5

Copy the following frequency table into your answerbook and complete it:
ii

Amount in n~.
Number of people

4
2

5

6

7

i ill i

(i) State the amount of money which is the mode.
What percentage of the 20 people spent IR£6 or more ?

011) Calculate the mean amount of money spent per person.
(iv)

Draw a pie-chart to show the contrast between the numbers of people who spent
IR£4, IR£5, IR£6 and IR£7.
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Appendix III
Mathematics Paper May 2002
Form 1

Part 2

Answer all questions. Question 1, 2, and 3; carry equal marks (50).
Marks may be lost if the necessary work is not clearly shown and labelled.

(a)

U is the set of pupils in a class.
E is the set of pupils who watch "Eastenders".
F is the set of pupils who watch "Fair City".

U
ii i i

i

i i iiii i i

(i) How many pupils watch neither
"Eastenders" nor "Fair City"?
,a

(ii) How many pupils are in the class?
(iii) How many pupils watch "Fair City"?

(b)
Draw a Venn diagram to illustrate the following elements:
U = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7},
P={1,2,3}, Q={3,4,5}, R= {1, 3, 5, 6).

Write down the elements of
(0 PnQnR
(h’) P\Q

(iv) (t~QvR)’.
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(a)
The cylinder shown has radius length 4 cm
and height 14 cm.

(i) Find the volume of the cylinder in cm3.
(Note: Use the formula 7tr2h
and take n = .22.)
(ii) The cylinder is filled from 1 litre of water.
How much water is left over?
(Note: 1 litre = 1000 cm3.)

(b)

(i) Calculate, to the nearest cnv,
the volume of a sphere of
7
radius- cm.
2
22
Take rt7

(ii) How many of these spheres
would fit exactly into a
rectangular box of

len~h 14 cm, width 7 cm
and height 21 cm’!
lb,o++.°,,. ..... ,.o.,,,,.°.°°

Calculate the volume of space
(iii)

i,.

14 cm

in tile box not taken up by the
spheres.
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In a survey 30 people were asked how much money lllex saved each week.
Q

The result, in £, was as tbllows:
5
!0
20
15
5

i0
20
15
5
10

10
20
i0
5
20

20
5
I0
15
15

5
5
15
20
10

10
!0
15
20
5

Cop3’ the lbllowing frequency table into your answer book and complete it:
Amount in f

5

Number of people

8

l0

15

20

,I

(i)

State the amount of meney which is tile mode.

(ii)

What percentage of the 30 people saved ~15 per week?

(iii) Calculate the mean amount ofm, mey saved per person.
(i’O

Draw a pie-chart to show tile contrast bcmcen the numbers of people
who savcd 65. riO, (~’15 and f20.
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Appendix IV

LASS Secondary Comments Sheet

Name of student ..................................................
Date of Birth ...............

Class .................................................
Supervisor ................................

School or Centre .................................................
Test

Date

Testing
room

Health

Attention

Other comments

Initials o
tester

Cave

Mobile

Nonwords

Segments
Single Word
Reading
Sentence
Reading
Spelling

Reasoning

General comments .................................................

°°°,°°°°e,°°°°°°°°°°°°°°,°°°°°,o°°°°°°,°°°o .......

°°°.°°°°°°°°.°°°°°°°°*°°°°°* ..... °°°*°..°°°°°°°°° ......... °°o°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°°,°*tto***,w**

LASS Secondary Computerised Assessment System

© 2001 Lucid Creative Ltd
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